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President Tinsley's vision...
by Kimberly DeCaro Williams

College Mission
Statement
For over a century and
a half Bridgewater State
College has proudly and with
distinction played a unique and
leading role in the educational
life of southeastern Massachusetts and in the Commonwealth as a whole. As a public
regional institution of higher
education, it responds
creatively to the needs of a
diverse population by
generating and replenishing
resources essential to the
intellectual, economic, cultural,
and civic well-being of the
areas which it serves.
Through strong undergraduate
and graduate programs in the
arts, sciences and professions,
Bridgewater State College
liberally educates its students
to think critically, communicate
effectively, and act responsibly
within a context of personal
and professional ethics.
Essential to this mission is the
College's emphasis on
teaching and life-long learning
and a campus life that nurtures
individual development and
encourages cultural diversity in
a rapidly changing state,
nation, and world.
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Where the College has been,
wha t' s going on at this moment, and
where the College is headed in the
future was President Adrian
Tinsley's topic in her address at the
Bridgewater Alumni Association
and Foundation Leadership Retreat.
Her impressive three-year record
was highlighted by the acceptance
of the Phase I Strategic Plan with its
vision for Bridgewater's future.
Optimistic new financial reports and
announcements of physical plant
enlargement were enthusiastically
received by an audience of nearly 60
alumni and foundation leaders.
Phase I of the Strategic Plan is
the culmination of eighteen months
of work by people across the campus
and manifests itself in a new vision
for the College. This vision is
grounded in undergraduate and
master's-level education and the
College's teaching mission and is
squarely focused on educational,
cultural, and economic service to the
region. "The vision is clear, appropriate to the College's history, and
ambitious," says President Tinsley.
"It calls on the College and on each
and every one of us to be and become
our best selves."
The vision is expressed in Phase
I of the Strategic Plan, which was
adopted by the Board of Trustees in
June. It includes the mission statement and institutional value statement (see sidebars), and also a list of
goals. The goals statement reads as
follows:
Consistent with its mission and
values, Bridgewater State College
will endeavor to: (1) become one of
the leading undergraduate regional
teaching institutions in the United
States; (2) develop a broad array of
high quality graduate programs ap-

propriate to the needs of the people
of southeastern Massachusetts; (3)
increase the representation of racial
and ethnic minorities among students, faculty and staff (4) strengthen
the institution's position as a national
leader in the field of teacher education and become a leader in the
development, application and dissemination of technologies related
to teaching; (5) promote and support
professional growth and renewal of
faculty, administrators and staff; (6)
broaden sources of revenue to support the institution's mission; (7)
continue to maintain and enhance a
campus community life that promotes the cognitive and affective
developments of each individual;
and (8) develop and enhance the
institution's role as an intellectual
and academic bridge between the
region and the global community.
"These goals," says President
Tinsley, "could serve this institution
well for a long time to come."
The President cited the
College's reorganization as an important step in beginning to achieve
these goals. Three area vice presidents - academic affairs, student affairs, and administration and finance - coordinate each of their respective areas in carrying out the
plan. Recently, the College's academic departments were divided
between a school of arts and sciences
and a school of education, with a
dean at the helm of each. While the
President has an eye toward developing a school ofbusiness and school
of communication down the road,
she reports that the organizational
work is done for now.
During the past few years,
Bridgewater has continued to move
ahead despite the budget crisis in

"

attaining full potential.
Massachusetts. This year, however,
President Tinsley reports that for the
first time since her arrival at Bridgewater new money has been appropriated by the legisla ture toward the
College's operating budget. This
state allocation is nearly 10 percent
higher than last year. "This is a first
for me as a college president; all I've
ever had is money taken away, although I've read in the How to be
President book that this is the way it's
normally supposed to happen," she
quips.
To illustrate the economic impact of state funding, the College's
total operating budget is $41 million,
of that, $18.4 million or 44 percent
comes from the Commonwealth.
When President Tinsley arrived at
Bridgewater, 76 percent of the operating budget was provided by the
Commonwealth. This new money is
earmarked for several projects including maintenance, repair, and
safety and structural improvements;
purchase of desperately needed
equipment; and the addition of 30
new faculty positions during the next
three to four years.
Progress already has included
enhancement of the College's
physical facilities this summer. All
residence halls were painted in addition to Boyden, Harrington, the
Maxwell Library, Burnell, the Kelly
Gymnasium, Tillinghast Hall, the
Rondileau Campus Center and the
Science Building. The Flynn Dining
Common was completely renovated,
the aviation classroom was updated,
and new blackboards were purchased for 86 classrooms. This year,
$630,000 is set aside for maintenance,
repairs, and safety. This is in addition to $840,000 from the Division of
Capital Planning and Operations to

replace the roofs on the Conant Science Building and Kelly Gymnasium.
The future holds many changes
for the physical plant at Bridgewater
with much growth planned for what
is now known as the East Campus.
Several new projects are set to begin
within the next 18 months. The
Groundbreaking Ceremony for the
J. Joseph Moakley Center for Technological Applications was in November. Plans are well underway to
begin construction for the M.B.T.A.
train station in the railroad track area.
A 240 person residence hall (contiguous to Miles and DiNardo Hall)
in addition to a 700-person dining
facility is planned. Possibilities for a
parking garage are being explored.
And a new baseball and softball
complex is slated through the support of a 2-year Foundation Capital
Campaign. Also, during the summer, the Foundation purchased an
additional 30 acres of land for future
development on East Campus.
President Tinsley shared success for these many developments
with the faculty and staff at the
College and commended them for
their dedication. She voiced her
concern for employee salaries at the
College saying, "It is on my mind on
a daily basis that the faculty and staff
at this College, who are making these
things happen and are doing such
an outstanding job, are going into
their fifth year without raises - and
this is really outrageous." She
stressed her hopefulness, however,
that the economy is stabilizing, new
revenues are coming into the state,
collections are running ahead of
government projections, and new
money is finally being provided for
higher education. 'i'

Institutional
Values
The primary focus of this
institution is on undergraduate
education with an accessible
teaching faculty which fosters
exemplary academic standards.
We affirm the importance of
graduate education that supports
the primary mission and focus of
the College and meets the needs
of the region we serve. We
value scholarship and teaching
within an environment of
collegiality, integrity and
professional ethics. We promote
individual potential and scholastic achievement by means of a
broad spectrum of learning
experiences.
We value the uniqueness,
worth and dignity of each person.
While we recognize that students
have responsibility for their own
lives, we also believe that a
supportive and friendly community life helps students learn and
encourages their interaction with
faculty and staff. We value a
continuing association with our
alumni.
We foster a liberal
education for all students leading
to lifelong personal and
professional growth and strongly
believe in academic responsibility and freedom, including the
freedom to doubt and inquire.
We place major emphasis on
developing critical thinking and
modeling effective citizenship.
Consequently, discrimination,
harassment and intimidation are
unacceptable.
We value cultural diversity
and strive to provide access to
students of all ages, backgrounds, and financial means.
We believe that our institution
should be an important resource
for the entire region and provide
a global perspective within a
local contexl.
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Bridgewater signs onto
The JASON Expedition

ridgewater State College,
in collaboration with the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, will participate
in the award-winning program
that brings scientific exploration
live to students throughout North
America -- the JASON Project.
In March 1993, Bridgewater
State College will broadcast a twoweek expedition to Baja California
Sur led by Dr. Robert Ballard, the
oceanographer and explorer who
discovered the RMS Titanic and
the German battleship Bismarck.
Through advanced satellite
technology and two-way audio
broadcasts, the expedition will
come to the students as it happens,
allowing them to question the
expedition scientists about what
they are seeing as they are seeing
it.
During the broadcast,
through the eyes of the remotely

B

operated vehicle (ROV) JASON,
students will be face to face with
gray whales and their calves.
They'll stand on the ocean floor,
learning more about the geology,
biology, and chemistry of the
hydrothermal vent system.
This new age of scientific
learning turns students into firsthand scientific explorers. It is
inspiring a new enthusiasm in the
fields that need it most - science
and technology. It comes at a time
when Bridgewater State College is
poised to have significant impact
on teaching and learning through
the J. Joseph Moakley Center for
Technological Applications
(scheduled to open in the spring of
1994).
The College is now contacting local schools systems and
inviting teachers from grades 4
through 10 to participate in the
program. A sea series of work-

shops for all of the JASON network teachers will take place in
January.
Along with Bridgewater State
College, 500,000 students at 24
other Primary Interactive Network
Sites (PINS) in the U.S., Canada
and -- for the first time -- England,
will take part in the JASON
Project. Before attending the live
broadcast at Bridgewater, students
will study a special expedition
curriculum prepared by the
National Science Teachers Association. Most of the lessons feature
hands-on activities dealing with
one or more of the JASON expedition subjects: technology, geology,
physics, geography, history, and
social studies.
'Weare delighted to be a
part of this outstanding program
that combines the best in exploration with the best in education,"
said President Adrian Tinsley.

1992-1993
Annual Fund
by Kimberly DeCaro Williams

Dr. Isabelle Bragg King, '51, M.Ed., '54
Chairperson -1992-1993 Annual Fund
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Positioning Bridgewater for the
21st Century is the goal of the
1992-1993 Bridgewater Annual
Fund. The momentum of the
College's long history, its current
strength, and the promise for its future are the combining elements for
the success of this campaign. A
$610,000 goal from alumni, faculty
and staff, corporations, parents,
students and friends of the College,
has been announced by campaign
chairperson Dr. Isabelle King.
"The Annual Fund is really the
basis of all that we are, and each
person has a role to play, " says Dr.
King, '51 & '54, former faculty
member, Alumni Association officer,
and trustee of the Bridgewater State
College Foundation. The 1991-1992
campaign, which surpassed its goal
by 23%, represented considerable
growth in the Annual Fund effort,
and Dr. King is optimistic that this
year's campaign will be even more
successful. Emphasizing the importance of each and every person to
the campaign, she encourages everyone to participate at whatever

level possible.
The momentum currently
overtaking Bridgewa ter is far
reaching. Not only are the students
enthusiastic, but Bridgewater's
leaders, under the capable guidance
of Dr. Adrian Tinsley, are reshaping
the face of campus. Ground has
been broken for the John Joseph
Moakley Center for Technological
Applications, slated for completion
in spring of 1994. Additional physical expansion includes the building
of a new residence hall and dining
hall for upper campus, construction
of the Old Colony Railroad Line
station, and new and renovated
athletic fields and facilities at
Swenson Field.
Each person can play a vital
role in the continued growth and
success of the college. Supporting
the Annual Fund assures maintenance of Bridgewater's margin of
excellence. Critical needs including
student scholarship programs, libraryacquisitions, faculty and staff
development, alumni services and
programs, the Davis Alumni Cen-

ter, land acquisition, and many additional annual needs are beneficiaries of Annual Fund dollars.
Several giving clubs available
within the Annual Fund include the:
President's Club for donors of$I,OOO
or more; Horace Mann Society, for
donors between $500 and $999;
Commonwealth Club, including
$100 - $499 donors; the Boyden Society, for donors between $50 and
$99; and the Artemas Hale Society,
including $25 - $49 donors. Alumni
members of these giving clubs receive a complimentary Bridgewater
Alumni Association Membership
Card offering a variety of benefits
like Maxwell Library borrowing
privileges, access to the Kelly Gymnasium and Pool, service of Career
Planning and Placement, mailings
of Bridgewater and Bridgewater Today, evaluation at the Speech Language and Hearing Center on campus, eye care program discounts, and
a group insurance program. Also, a
variety of premiums and special
events are offered to these donors
throughout the year.
The Annual Fund Campaign
has already begun, with letters arriving daily at the homes of alumni,
parents, and friends of the College.
February will mark the beginning of
the annual phonathon campaign,
when students and alumni volunteers will be on the phone, talking
about today's Bridgewater, how it
has grown, and how you can help
sustain the excellent education and
quality programs received by all
Bridgewater alumni.
"Let us help maintain the momentum of the College's long history
and its promise for its future by
reaching this year's $610,000 Annual
Fund goal," says Dr. King. Participation from alumni, faculty and staff,
corporations, parents, students and
friends of the College will assure a
promising future as the College positions itself for the 21st century. ~

Planned giving options build
endowment for the future
by Ralph J. Fletcher, '53, Director of Planned Giving

What makes a college great?
That question deserves our
deepest thought because we who
love Bridgewater want nothing
less than greatness for our college.
History shows that five
ingredients usually combine to
create an outstanding college: a
superior faculty, expert leadership,
high quality students, traditions
that shape the college's character
and ideals, and an endowment
sufficient to assure its fiscal
strength year after year.
We rightly take pride in
Bridgewater's teaching, leaders,
students, and traditions. But the
fifth ingredient - endowment - is
equally crucial.
Where do endowment funds
come from? Historically our
college's endowment was guaranteed by the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. In fact, when I was
a student here in the 50s, more
than 85% of the college's total
budget was provided by the
'endowment' of state funds.
Unfortunately, today this percentage has dropped to about 44%. If

this trend continues, and we have
every reason to believe it will, we
must provide security for our
future with other endowed funds.
One source of this type of
endowment come from 'planned
gifts' from our alumni and friends.
The most popular of these gifts is a
bequest in a will. Surprisingly,
most of the great college endowments in America have been built
by alumni and friends who made
provisions in their wills or other
estate plans for the college's future.
Recently, Bridgewater began
emphasizing these planned gifts in
order to build a permanent endowment - and the results have
been encouraging. I invite you to
join this group of alumni and
friends who want to extend their
support of Bridgewater into the
future.
A booklet explaining various
types of planned gifts which you
may choose to consider is available
by writing or calling me at the
Davis Alumni Center. It details a
variety of giving options, and tells
of significant planned gifts already
received by the College.
Few things are as satisfying
as knowing that our highest ideals
will live on in the coming years. If
you choose to make a planned gift
to Bridgewater, you will playa
direct personal role in sustaining
Bridgewater's greatness for
decades to come.
Your loyalty and friendship
is appreciated.
Inquiries may be directed to:
Ralph Fletcher
Director of Planned Giving
Post Office Box 42
Bridgewater, MA 02324
(508) 697-1287 ~
WINTER
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The Class of '87 joins
The Bridgevvater Society

CLassmates from 1987 reminisce as they ceLebrate their 5-year reunion during Homecoming weekend. The event was heLd at Chadwick Park in Boston.
by Kimberly DeCaro Williams

In the tradition of class giving
at Bridgewater State College, the
Class of 1987 is joining the Bridgewater Society, a program to build
endowment at Bridgewater State
College. In honor of its founding in
1840 and in appreciation of the value
of a Bridgewater educa tion, the Class
is building a $10,000 endowment to
the College.
"Our recent five-year reunion
found many of us working in the
fields for which we prepared at
Bridgewater. It was an overwhelming consensus that we were each
well prepared -- through our studies,
social experiences, and extra-curricular involvement -- to work in our
chosen professions," says Kevin
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Kindregan, president of the Class of
1987. "In light of the cutbacks in
state funding at Bridgewater, we
wanted to do whatever we could to
help ensure tha t the same Bridgewater experience we had would be
available to Bridgewater students of
tomorrow." It was the interest of a
group of '87 alums which led to their
participation in the Endowment Plus
Program, enabling them to build a
$10,000 endowment. "This is the
perfect way for our Class to become
involved," he says, "and the perfect
way to give back to Bridgewater."
Alumni and friends playa key
role in sustaining the heritage and
excellence of a Bridgewater education, particularly as state assistance

to schools and students declines.
Attaining various educational and
operational goals, such as funding
scholarships, upgrading equipment
and expanding facilities, is an important outcome of joining the
Bridgewater Society. Additionally,
membership in the Bridgewater Society offers a unique way of supporting the College while helping to
guarantee its strong future and
helping to provide for its excellent
educational programs.
The program works by enabling you to make a substantial gift
to Bridgewater State College on the
installment plan -- and your actual
out-of-pocket costs will be considerably less than the value of the final
gift. You may do this by selecting
your level of pledge and making
eitherfive annual payments or a onetime contribution to the plan. An
added benefit of the program is a
portion of your gift will be available
immediately to the College to meet
educational and operational goals.
This endowment plan, designed
specifically for not-for-profit organizations such as Bridgewater, is a
form of life insurance. Unlike standard life insurance plans, however,
it does not require any financial
disclosure or medical information.
The Class of 1987 is setting a
strong example of class giving at
Bridgewater. Its leadership will
ensure a legacy for the future. "It is
our hope," says Kindregan, "that
our participation will inspire other
classes to become involved by joining the Bridgewater Society -- the
perfect opportunity to give something back to Bridgewater.
If you would like more information on joining the Bridgewater
Society's Endowment PIus Program,
contact Mr. Philip A. Conroy, Jr., '72,
director of Development, at (508)
697-1287. ~

A New Generation of Bridgewater Majors
Two students share their experiences in music & economics
by Kimberly DeCaro Williams

Hectic schedules, heavy
workloads, and important decisions
to make about their futures are
shared experiences by classmatesJim
LaFlame and Makiko Kobayashi.
They share in common, too, graduation this May with degrees in two
of the College's newest majors - Jim
in music and Makiko in economics.
Music was introduced as a major
into Bridgewater's curriculum in
1990, and economics was approved
in the fall of 1992.
Efforts to secure a music major
were spearheaded by Professor Ian
Johnstone, then, chairman of the
Department of Music. Emphasizing
a strong founda tion in music history,
theory, and performance within a
liberal arts context, the music major
at Bridgewater prepares students to
pursue a variety of academic and
professional interests including performing, teaching (in collaboration
with the elementary education major), and further graduate study.
Implementation of the major responded to both the faculty's desire
to better serve the student popula tion
and a growing interest by the students.
The faculty enthusiastically
encourages the 35 music majors
studying at Bridgewater - and the
students are appreciative. "The entire staff of the music department is
great," says Jim, as he talks about
professors
Asselin,
Garcia,
Johnstone, Kreiling, Liberles, and
Santos. "They are a talented, creative,
and very supportive group to work
with."
As a double major at Bridgewater, Jim has studied music and
speech communication. His background as an accomplished musician, both instrumental and vocal,

round out his communication studies, where he has strengthened his
skills as an instructor for the Primary Leadership Development
Course a t the Massachusetts Military
Academy. A non-traditional student
who came to Bridgewater after
earning an associate's degree from
Bristol Community College and
serving in the National Guard, Jim
has taken full advantage of the opportunities at Bridgewater.

Jill! LaFlame, '93

Academically, within the music major, he has studied music
theory and history, class piano, sightsinging and ear training, form and
analysis, and composing among
others. The 35 students currently
enrolled in Bridgewater's music
major represent string, wind, vocal,
and brass performers, some of whom
also have a double major qualifying
them for certification with emphasis
on music in elementary education,
music in early childhood education,
or music in special education. According to Dr, Maxine Asselin, current chairperson of the Department
of Music, a new faculty position will
be added to the department in the
field of music education. "We are
hoping to expand the combined

music/elementary education major
to include certification in music as
well," she says.
Studying music history was an
academic highlight for Jim. Headds,
however, that it was the wellroundedness of activities which he
has enjoyed most. "A valuable element of the Bridgewater experience,
in addition to the knowledge, is
participation in extra-curricular activities," says Jim, adding that there
are not enough hours in the day to
accomplish all he would like to do.
Jim is actively involved with the
Chamber Singers, the Chorale, the
Dance Company, and formerly the
theatre department. This is in addition to the rigorous academic
coursework of two majors, oncampus employment, and activities
with the 215th National Guard Unit.
The decision to attend gradua te school or enter the working world
faces Jim as he contemplates his future. For now, however, he looks
forward to completing his
coursework and traveling to Russia
with the Chamber Singers this
spring.
For Jim's classmate, Makiko
Kobayashi, the approval of the ecoContinued on next page

Makiko Kobayashi, '93
WINTER
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Economics Department faculty with college administrators Front row (L-R) Tony Cicerone, Adrian Tinsley, Clark Hendley;
Back row (L-R) Margaret Landman, Stanley Antoniotti, Daniel
Lomba, John Bardo. Not pictured - Ranjit Vohra.

nomics major this fall came just in time for her to sign on
to be one of its first graduates this spring. Already
having taken numerous economics classes under the
tutelage of Dr. Margaret Landman, she was convinced
that she wanted to focus her future in this field.
Department chairman Anthony Cicerone worked
with professors Stanley Antoniotti, Ranjit Vohra, and
principal proposal author Margaret Landman, to coordinate approval of the major, which is designed to
provide students with a comprehensive, analytical education in economics utilizing both theoretical and empirical problem-solving methods. Aiding this effort is a
new, full-time economics faculty member slated to begin this fall.
"Training in economic theory and methodology
will enable Bridgewater graduates to serve in several
fast-growing, economics-related professions including
business, finance, banking, insurance, and government,"
says Professor Cicerone. This training is especially
valuable in southeastern Massachusetts with its strong
emphasis on economic development. The program also
provides a firm foundation for those desiring further
academic training in economics, business, or law.
Makiko's studies have included micro and
macroeconomics as well as quantitative analysis and
other related coursework. She combines her interest in
economics with a strong aptitude in mathematics and
will graduate in May with a double major in economics
and mathematics. She cites the strength of faculty in
both fields, saying Dr. Margaret Landman and Professor Philip Scalisi are especially supportive.
"I really like her teaching style and I have learned
a great deal from her. She has encouraged me with
everything I have done," says Makiko of her mentor, Dr.
Landman. Not only has she taken classes with Dr.
Landman, but she also worked with her on a Shea
Scholar project entitled "Financial Market Growth in
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Japan and its Effect on the American Economy" which
was presented during Alumni Weekend last spring.
Makiko also recognizes the contribution of her
math teacher. "Professor Scalisi's thorough knowledge
of the math material makes understanding it easy," she
says. As a student employee in the math department,
Makiko also developed a friendship with Professor
Scalisi - a relationship, she says, which would be impossible to have in her homeland of Japan.
Like Jim LaFlame and his varied involvements,
Makiko's activities are not limited to academics. She is
involved with the International Club, MASSPIRG, the
-Karate Club, Pi Mu Epsilon (the national honors math
society), and also works as a tutor in economics and
math. She shares special times with her host family,
Craig and Irene Cowles, and has traveled with them to
New Jersey, Nebraska, and Colorado. She has returned
to her home in Yokohama,Japan, only twice during her
four years at Bridgewater, and looks forward to returning there again this winter.
As for the future, Makiko is applying to PhD
programs at NYU, Penn State, Brown, and the University of Nebraska. "I want to be like Dr. Landman," she
says, "I want to teach." Through her tutoring, Makiko
has experienced what she would like to become her
life's work - teaching. As a tutor to four economics
students and three math students, she has a good sense
of what the field is about. "I just love to teach," she says
convincingly. "I'm having so much fun, I wish I could
take my PhD program immediately and begin teaching
freshmen right now."
The commitment of the students and dedication of
the staffs within the music and economics departments,
as well as the support and advocacy of Bridgewater
president Dr. Adrian Tinsley and vice president of
Academic Affairs, Dr. John Bardo, facilitated the approval of these two new majors. It is their continued
dedication and support which perpetuates excellence
within these and all academic programs at Bridgewater.
~

At the invitation of Congressman Joe Moakley, the BSC Symphonic Wind Ensemble performed in Washington, D.C, this fall.

Project PALMS: Partnerships Advancing New Deans Join
Bridgewater Staff
Learning of Mathematics & Science
by Bonnie Troupe, Office of Sponsored Projects

Last spring, the Massachusetts Department of Education was
awarded a $10 million grant from
the National Science Foundation.
NSF approved the Department of
Education's math/science systemic
change initiative, Projects PALMS
(Partnerships Advancing Learning
of Mathematics and Science).
Massachusetts was one of thirtytwo states and one territory that
applied for the grant this past year
and one of the eleven projects that
were selected for funding.
Massachusetts will receive
the $10 million award over the
next five years to improve the
teaching of mathematics and
science in public schools and adult
learning centers across the Commonwealth, and the preparation of
new teachers of science and math.
The project, which emphasizes
project-based learning to address
real-life problems, will create the
first-ever statewide mathematics
and science education curriculum
framework policy for all Massachusetts schools. It will expand
professional development opportunities for teachers and will link
the resources of schools, colleges,
private industry and cultural
institutions to help students learn
math and science principles.
How does Project PALMS
involve Bridgewater State College?
In response to addressing the goal
of developing the statewide
curriculum, the project's first step
began this fall in the form of a
three-month PALMS institute.
Institute participants, who will
draft preliminary recommendations, include project staff, PALMS
Mathematics and Science Specialists (selected from public school
teachers), higher education faculty

and representatives from informal
science institutions. Bridgewater
State College was asked to join the
Higher Education Partners and to
provide two participants for the
Institute.
Dr. John Marvelle of the
Elementary and Early Childhood
Department and Professor Gail
Price of the Math and Computer
Science Department have been
attending the sessions that began
this September, bringing them to
Worcester three days a week for
full-day sessions. Bridgewater's
decision to provide a team of two
faculty members is unique to the
Institute and reflects the College's
approach to educational reform
which involves pairing arts and
sciences faculty with education
faculty. Thus, Bridgewater State
College's increased involvement
allows the college faculty to be
paired with teachers from more
than one Demonstration/Dissemination Site. A Southeast Collaborative has recently been formed
between the College and the New
Bedford schools as well as the
public schools in Falmouth,
Attleboro, North Attleboro, and
Milton (homes of Noyce Fellows,
teachers funded by the Noyce
Foundation in addition to the
cadre supported by NSF).
The hands-on, project-based
learning experimentation at the
Institute is assisting Dr. Marvelle
and Professor Price to draft
recommendations with their
partners. The Institute is being
conducted in preparation for next
year which will involve continued
work in the schools themselves.
Additional sites will be selected
over the next four years of the
project, with the ultimate intention

Dr. W. Clark Hendley, the new
dean of Arts & Sciences, comes to the
coLLege from the UniversitlJ of Missouri in
Kansas City. There, he served as associate
dean of Arts & Sciences.

,

I

J~

Dr. Ann Lydecker, the new dean of
the School of Education, comes to
Bridgewater from Mankato State University, Minnesota, where she chaired the
Curriculum & Instruction Department.

being that all school districts in the
Commonwealth be offered the
opportunity to link with Project
PALMS by the end of year five. ~
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Autumn Event Wrap-Up
Alumni & Students alike celebrated
Homecoming '92

M. Scott McDonald, '81, gave the fall

Convocation address during Homecoming '92

Runners wait with college mascot
BRISTACO at the start of the second
annual Carol Mulloy Cuttle Aloha Classic
Road Race held during Homecoming
weekend.
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The sisters of Theta Phi Alpha sent special greetings to alumni during the annual
Homecoming Parade. The group's float read, "We Miss You! Welcome Alul11ni.
Follow your dreams and 'Go for the Gold.'

POST-GAME GATHERINGS.. .5ocial gatherings followed the traditional Homecoming
football game with classes from the 70s meeting at the Charlie Horse in West Bridgewater
and classes from the 90s meeting at Bridgewater's Wooden Nickel. Alumni from the 70s
are shown here 'partying down' with BRISTACO. Attendees at these gatherings
celebrated the football team's 47-21 victonJ over UMASS Boston.

Golden Bridges visits
Strawber Banke

The torrential rain didn't dampen the spirits of Homecoming tailgaters.

Golden Bridges members Rose Lans Laliberty, '40,
and Arleen Edlund, '41, enjoyed the day-long
excursion.

Bridgewater kids enjoyed the 2nd Annual Haunted
House sponsored by the Crimson Ambassadors.

1962 Reunion - Katrina Lee:92, joins her father
Tom, reunion committee chairman, along with his
classmates Barbara Aguiar, Sheila Tunstall
McKenna, and Carlene Broadbent Ingarozza.
Tailgating at the RV was part of the class's 30th
reunion celebration during Homecoming weekend.

Crimson Ambassadors sponsor
Alumni Invasion at the Rathskellar

The African American Society float read
• Go for the Gold in all you do.

Members of the Class of '93 talk with Bridgewater Alumni Association
president Sheila Tunstall McKenna, '62.
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Award
Nominations
Sought
The Awards, Scholarships and Recognition
Committee is presently
seeking nominations for
the following awards: the
Bridgewater Alumni
Award for Outstanding
Service to the Bridgewater
Alumni Association, the
Dr. Catherine E. Comeau
Award for Outstanding
Professional Achievement
in the Field of Health,
Physical Education,
Recreation or Dance; the
Nicholas P. Tillinghast
Award for Outstanding
Achievement in the Field of
Public Education; the Dr.
Adrian Rondileau Award
for Outstanding Professional Achievement and
Community Service; and
the Dr. V. James DiNardo
Award for Excellence in
Teaching.
The deadline for these
nominations is February
23,1993. Send nominations
to: B.A.A., P.O. Box 13,
Bridgewater, MA 02324.

We're Only Human
1991-1992 Annual Fund
Donor Roll Corrections
ARTEMAS HALE SOCIETY
Madeline Korelitz Tisch, M, '71
Patricia P. Landine, '76
Virginia Chamberlin Perry, '46
BOYDEN SOCIETY
Lillian M. Blumberg, '24
COMMONWEALTH CLUB
Ben Spence, '59
Dianne Reed, '69
16
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Hyannis-Bridgewater Physical .
Education Alumni Association News
by Susan J. Marble

The executive board meets on
the first Monday of every month.
We welcome anyone who is
interested to come and observe. If
you have any suggestions for
programming or events which you
would like to have held, we invite
you to contact us at the Davis
Alumni Center.
Nominations for the
Catherine E. Comeau Award for
Outstanding Leadership and
Professional Achievement are
currently being sought.
To be eligible for this award,
the nominee must be a graduate of
Bridgewater State College, Department of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation, who has been
an alumna/alumnus for at least
five years. The nominee must
have demonstrated extraordinary
interest in health, physical education or recreation and provided

outstanding service, leadership
and achievement through involvement in professional organizations.
Nomination forms may be
obtained through the Office of
Alumni Relations, P.O. Box 13,
Bridgewater, MA 02324, or by
calling (508) 697-1287.
Previous recipients of the
Catherine E. Comeau Award are:
Dr. Jacqueline Haslett, '56; Dr.
Mary C. Lydon, '55; Dr. Martha E.
Cummings, '51; Ms. Viola M.
Goodnow, '58; Ms. Marcia Crooks,
'55; Dr. Virginia Jewett Hogg, '60,
'65; Dr. Theresa M. Corcoran, '50;
and Ms. Alice A. Sullivan, '46.
How long has it been since
you and your classmates have
gotten together? The Davis
Alumni Center can be reserved for
your Physical Education class
reunion. Contact the Alumni
Center if interested. e

CELEBRATE
the Fourth Annual Heritage Celebration of the

Hall of Black Achievement
Saturday, January 30, 1993
Rondileau Campus Center
Bridgewater State College
$35 per person for
dinner, dancing, & celebration
Inducting Bishop Charles (Sweet Daddy)
Grace and Elizabeth Carter Brooks
Mary Hudson Onley Awardee The Right
Reverend Barbara C. Harris
Call (508) 697-1287 to reserve now!

•&

~
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Association President's Message
"This Association shall be called the Bridgewater Normal
Association" (Article 1 of the Constitution of 1845.)

ALUMNI

ASSOCIAnON

Change has been ever present in the Bridgewater Alumni Association,
from the first gathering of 99 Normalites to the present day number of 32,000
alumni/ae, from Miss S. Elizabeth Pope serving as Executive Secretary of the
Alumni Association in the basement room in Tillinghast, to a staff and a
"home" in the Davis Alumni Center.
As the Association has grown and expanded so to have the offerings of the organization.
Programs are cultural, professional, and social ~md include:
Homecoming
Alumni Weekend
Alumni Invasion - a mentor program for undergrads
Children's Theater and Luncheon'
Personal Financial Awareness Seminar
Boston Area Alumni Gatherings
South Shore Alumni Network
Athletic Hall of Fame
Ski Trip
Alumni Clean Up Day
Murder Mystery Dinner
Career Change Seminar
New York Theater Trip
Women's Institute
Scholarship Program
Golden Bridges - for alumni! ae graduated for 50 years or more
Constituency Groups- Physical Education Majors, Football Players & Afro/ Am
Alumni/ae
A Bridgewater Alumni Association credit card is now being offered, with a portion of each
transaction being directed into our scholarship program.
As a contributing alumnus/a you have:
Borrowing privileges at the Maxwell Library
Access to the Kelly Gymnasium and Pool
Services of the Career Planning and Placement Office
Mailings of Bridgewater
Evaluation Testing at the Speech, Language, and Hearing Center
Eye-Care Program Discounts
Group Insurance Program
I urge you to join me in taking advantage of the diverse programs your Alumni Association
offers you! Feel free to call the Alumni House for further information on any programs that
interest you.
"Friendship and Union; may these be the only
'secret signs' Normalites may ever, need."
(Proceedings, Bridgewater Normal Association, 1845)
Sheila Tunstall McKenna, '62, President
Bridgewater Alumni Association

• Bridgewater Alumni Association. Post Office Box 13 • Bridgewater, MA 02324.508-697-1287
WINTER
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1993 B.S.C. Alumni Calendar of Specit
o

JANUARY

'f,~~lts

o

FEBRUARY
·5-7

$ l "
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Bridgewater Fine Arts Series
presents ew York City Opera
National Company's performance of "Carmen" at 8:00
p.m. at the Rondileau Campus
Center Auditorium. Tickets are
$31, $27, and $24.

o

MAY
7-8

9

18

Alumni Weekend - Join us as we
celebrate all alumni at this annual
event. The Class of'43 is already
preparing for its 50th reunion.
Friday evening features a lecture
sponsored by Hyannis-Bridgewater Phys. Ed. alumni at 6:00 p.m.
The B.A.A. Honors & Awards
reception begins at 7:00 p.m. Shea
Scholars present their projects on
Saturday along with more alumni
events. Watch for further details.
Victor Borge will delight
audiences in his Mother's Day
performance. This Fine Arts
Series event occurs at 8:00 p.m.
in the Rondileau Campus
Center Auditorium. Tickets
remaining are $31 & $27.

BRIDGEWATER

9

t12

Alumni Ski Trip - Discover
Sugarbush Valley, Vermont,
with 80 trails, ice-skating, pool,
cross country, and more. Price
includes transportation, 2 nights
lodging, & 2 day lift ticket: 6 per:
$229.95; 5 per: $239.95; 4 per:
$255.95. on-skiers can deduct
$25 per day. Call (508) 697-1287
before January 15 to reserve!
Alumni Night at BSC Basketball- Share two exciting games
with other alumni • 6:00 p.m.
BSC Women vs. Framingham.
8:00 p.m. BSC Men vs.
Framingham. Refreshments will
be served to alumni between
games. Tickets are $3.
Bridgewater Fine Arts Series
presents Bobby McFerrin at 8:00
p.m. in Rondileau Cempus
Center Auditorium. Seats are $24,
$21, $18.

o

JUNE
12
&
13

New York City Theater
Weekend - Gather family,
friends, or come along for this
annual theater weekend in
New York City. Trip includes
transportation, accommodations at the Helmsley Windsor
Hotel, and a Broadway show.
Call for further details. Cost is
approximately $210 per
person, double occupancy.

~I

Events

6

o

o

MARCH

APRIL

Children's Theater & LuncheonJoin your child for lunch at noon
and then enjoy "Winnie the Pooh"
at 1:30. Tickets are $5 for children
and $8 for adults.

\27

S
27

The Programming Committee of the Bridgewater Alumni Association, under the direction
of its chairperson Cynthia Ricciardi, '81, announces the following events:

Successful Money Management
for Everyone - Find out how even
the average working person can
save, and get the answers to your
questions about stock, term
insurance, etc. Call the Office of
Alumni Relations for more details.
Bridgewater Fine Arts Series
presents Juilliard String Quartet
at 8:00 p.m. in the Rondileau
Campus Center Auditorium.
Seats are $16, $12, and $9.

1

•3

~
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Spirit of Boston Harbor
Cruise - Back by popular
demand! Leave beautiful
Rowes Wharf at noon for a 2
1/2 hour narrated tour of
Boston Harbor & dinner
featuring lobster, shellfish,
and chicken. Seats are $35 per
person.

Gospel Concert - Sponsored
by the Afro-American Alumni
Council & open to all. Concert
will be held at the Rondileau
Campus Center Auditorium
at 7:00 p.m. Tickets are $6 in
advance, for adults & $4 for
students.

15

Tax Relief Night - at BeII in
Hand in Boston, starting at
5:30 for all Bridgewater
alumni. $5 cover charge.

24

Alumni Beautification DayHelp make BSC even more
beautiful in preparation for
Earth Day & Alumni Weekend. Workers will meet at the
Davis Alumni Center for
coffee & pastries at 8:30 a.m.

o

JULY

Women Educated at Bridgewater - Sponsored by the
Office of the President and
the B.A.A. Successful Bridgewater alumnae wiII be the
focus of this morning workshop and luncheon. More
details will foIIow.

~

For reservations or more information about any of
the events listed, contact the Office of Alumni
Relations at (508) 697-1287.
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Class of 1928
Mable Pratt, 660 Union St, #4A,
Braintree, MA 02184
Happily we report that Marion
Bottomley Walkden has recovered
sufficiently to leave the nursing home
and live in her own condo. Let us
send her some cards addressed to:
Mrs. Charles Walkden, 4380 N. Main
Street, Fall River, MA, 02720.

Class of 1931
Volunteer to be your Class SecretaryCall 508-697-1287
Doris Ekstrom Gilman sends us news
from her home in Peterborough, NH.
Her husband, Kenneth, passed away
in 1987. They were married 53 years.
Doris has one son living with his
family in Wellington, New Zealand
and a daughter and family in West
Springfield, MA. She keeps busy
traveling and was recently rewarded
for her years of effort on behalf of the
Washington National Cathedral when
she attended the dedication and
consecration of the cathedral in 1990.

Class of 1936
Barb Albret, Box 1075, East Dennis,
MA 02641
Phyl Esau, 45 Bryant Ave., Milton,
MA02186
Despite some physical limitations, Rita
Cassidy Wheeler has attended two
memorable gatherings in 1992. The
first was the Wheeler Family Reunion
-- 250 member strong. The second was
her 60th high school reunion for which
she traveled from Lansing, Michigan,
to Cambridge, Massachusetts. Rita
writes that she hopes to celebrate the
next 60th at Bridgewater in 1996.
During the past school year Peggy
Gilliatt Raymond and husband Bob
volunteered their teaching skills
weekly at the new National Science
Museum in Ocala, Florida, where they
taught fourth graders about Florida's
environment, past and present. The
program was an enrichment of the
school system's social studies curriculum.
Although she retired in 1990 as
executive director of the RoyerGreaves School for the Blind in Paoli,

20
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Pennsylvania, Anna McKee Perry has
returned to the school in the capacity
of acting executive director.
Anyone wondering whether or not to
sign up for an Elderhostel tour might
check with either Eunie Perkins
Witherell or Alice Carr Pedonti, both of
whom are enthusiastic about their
Elderhostel experiences. No doubt
other classmates have attended
Elderhostel seminars. Why not write
and share your thoughts for future
Class Notes?

Class of 1940
Rose Lans Laliberty, 211 Rocky Hill
Rd., Plymouth, MA 02360
Betty Smith Wildes and her husband,
Horace, celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary in July. Marge Boundy
Skulley and Bill Skulley were married
49 years on October 9. In August, Bill
and Marge attended their eldest
grandson's wedding in Colorado.
Congratulations to them all, and, time
does march on.
However, Alba Martinelli Thompson is
among those who attest to the fact
that, if blessed with reasonable health,
we don't need to sit idly by and watch
time march on. Choosing not to run
again after serving six years, Alba
retired in Mayas the first woman
selectman in Plymouth, Mass. Using
the Boston Globe as her text, she teaches
developmental reading, English,
civics, history, etc. to the inmates of the
Plymouth County Jail. She says she
has graduated some 800 in her seven
years of volunteer teaching. (Watch
for an article telling of her successful
program in a subsequent edition of
Bridgewater.) Also, Alba continues her
interest in the Far East and returns
about every other year. This coming
spring she will go to Japan where she
has been invited to attend the dedication of the replica of Plymouth's
Harlow Old Fort House (1677), built
on the shores of Shichigahama,
Plymouth's sister city. The name of
this city, located 150 miles north of
Tokyo in northeastern Japan, translates
to "seven Beaches." Thus the sister
cities share beaches and the fishing
industry.
Jean Whiting Patenaude reports meeting

Gertrude Woodward Estabrook at a
Plymouth County Teachers meeting
and tells that, though officially retired,
Trudy and her husband are involved
in the Estabrook Family Restaurant on
Route 28 in West Bridgewater.

Class of 1941
Louise B. Forsyth, 75 Monroe Road,
Quincy, MA 02169
On June 13, 1992, Paul T. Clifford, son
of Doris Burrell Clifford and Thomas E.
Clifford, was ordained to the Priesthood of Jesus Christ at the Cathedral
of the Holy Cross, Boston, Massachusetts, his Eminence Bernard Cardinal
Law presiding. A Solemn Mass of
Thanksgiving was celebrated on June
29th at St. Catherine of Siena Church,
Norwood. The family was pleased
that so many Bridgewater friends
attended the ceremonies and reception.
Betty Milne Edgar and William J. Edgar
travelled from Greenwich, CT, to visit
daughter Anne and family at Mercer
Island, Washington, and spent time in
central Oregon. They also visited
daughter Beth and family in Miami,
Florida. In Tucson, Arizona, Bill and
Betty greatly enjoyed participating in
their first Elderhostel. Betty still
volunteers at the church thrift shop
which she managed for several years.
Ina May Mosher Marland, retired after
many years of teaching and being a
school librarian in East Bridgewater,
lives in Sarasota, Florida. Her husband died five years ago; they had a
son and a daughter. She teaches piano
and is organist in a large church in
Sarasota. She volunteers in nursing
homes and plays piano at their events.
Last summer she travelled with her
daughter to Montana, Yellowstone
National Park, and other western
states and enjoyed white water rafting.
This year she is taking courses at the
Bible Institute.
Edna Brown Mills drives often from her
New Jersey home to Irvona, PA, to
visit her son, the Reverend Lawrence
Mills and his family, and to Beverly,
MA, to visit her daughter, Katherine
Mills.
Six members of the class who have
maintained friendship since college

CLASS

days enjoyed a summer reunion at a
lakeside restaurant in Norton. Each
one is enjoying retirement and had
much information to share. Present
were Mae Hawes Ovaslm, Doris Burrell
Clifford, Edna Brown Mills, Mary Kyte,
Jean M. Roy, and Louise B. Forsyth.
Elizabeth Wood Smith continues regular
involvement with Elderhostel program
throughout the USA and abroad and
also travels to visit son in the northwest. In her "free time" Elizabeth
owns and manages a Christmas tree
farm in Plaistow, NH, and keeps busy
planting, shaping, and selling trees.
Marguerite Roach Tynan lives in Cape
Coral, Florida. She worked as a
reading specialist in the Boston schools
and loved helping children who had
reading problems.
Recipient of the 1992 Massachusetts
Association for Counseling and
Development's"Award for Distinguished Service to the Counseling
Profession" was Louise B. Forsyth. She
participated as a panel member at the
MACD annual conference held at
Harvard's Graduate School of Education for the fifth time since 1982, Louise
B. Forsyth was invited to be a member
of a visiting team to study accreditation of the counselor education
program of a major university. The
team, which included two professors
from Illinois and Ohio universities,
spent an intensive four days of work to
determine if the program met the
standards of the Council for the
Accreditation of Counseling.
What activities have other members of
the Class of 1941 been enjoying? The
Summer 1992 edition of Bridgewater
contained a great pull-out self-mailer
to be used to communicate news about
alumni but not one member of the
Class of 1941 returned it. Communicate, please!

Class of 1942
Loretta Kennedy Dexter, c/o P.O. Box
13, Bridgewater, MA 02324
Lillian Russell Putnam, Professor
Emerita of Kean College in New
Jersey, was the Name Grant Honoree
at the June meeting of the American
Association of University Women.
Each year, scholarships are given to

NOT ES

deserving students for college in honor
of the name grant honoree.

Class of 1944
Volunteer to be your Class SecretaryCall 508-697-1287
Phyllis Powell MacMillan of Cincinnati,
Ohio reports that she is presently
retired. Her daughter, Roberta Karim
has recently published a book for
children entitled "Mandy Sue Day." It
is being published by Clarion Publishers and will be out in about a year.
Phyllis also has two grandsons ages
five and eight.

Class of 1947
Elaine Sullivan Flaherty, 34 Nipigon
Way West, Dennisport, MA 02639
Well, once again I have agreed to serve
as class secretary for our class. As you
may have noticed, news from our class
has been nearly non-existent in this
magazine. I hope that we can begin
the process of reconnecting old friends
and updating each other on what is
happening in our lives. No news is
insignificant. Let us know about a
new grandchild, an exciting vacation
or travel experience, or volunteer work
that you may be doing.
Our class gift is slowly, but surely,
coming together. Thus far four people
have pledged to the campaign. We
hope that you will join the effort to
give back to Bridgewater.
Many of our classmates spend time in
Florida during the winter months. If
you are one of them, you may wish to
notify the Alumni Office that you
would like information on the alumni
gatherings that are scheduled in
March.
I look forward to hearing from you in
the near future.

Class of 1950
Volunteer to be your Class SecretaryCall 508-697-1287
Rhoda "Nicky" Linehan a teacher at St.
Catherine's elementary school in
Norwood recalls her year in the "big
league." In 1946 she played with the
All-American Girls Baseball League
which was depicted in the recent box
office hit, "A League of Their Own."
She played second base for the Fort

.'
Wayne Daisies in the summer following her graduation from high school in
Somerset at a starting salary of $55 per
week. Nicky turned down the
opportunity to tryout for a part in the
movie but did attend the reunion in
Cooperstown, NY when the AAGBL
was enshrined at the Baseball Hall of
Fame. Nicky and husband, Edmund,
reside in Norwood and have two
grown children. She is still an active
athlete and recently teamed up with
her daughter to win a couple of
mother-daughter golf tournaments.
Pauline Coutavas Panagopoulos retired
this past June after 42 years of teaching
science in Haverhill. She tells us, "The
education and experience received at
BSC were excellent and I agree with
Ralph Fletcher, '53 that a Bridgewater
degree combined with the willingness
to work is a ticket to success in life."
Pauline's inspiration at Bridgewater
was her former teacher, Miss
Hulsman.
Rita Laughlin Scudder has left her native
Watertown schools for retirement after
42 years of teaching. Reflecting on her
career, Rita sums up the differences in
her students over the years this way.
"Children are always children-they
give love and want love in return."
She is now looking forward to
spending time with friends and family.

Class of 1952
Bob Cooper, 247 Secatogue Lane,
West Islip, NY 11795
After 40 years in the Norwell School
System, Shirley Deknes has joined the
ranks of the retired. To show their
appreciation for the many years of
dedication Shirley has given their
children, the people of Norwell
honored her with a public reception
A very interesting article in the
Gainesville (FL) Sun features Ursula
Gamble. Ursula is a substitute teacher
at the local high school, but her first
love is teaching conditioning and
aerobic exercises to women over 60
through county community education
to help them lead happier, healthy
lives. Ursula says she in better shape
now than she was at 25, but I can't
believe that.
Our 40th reunion was very nice. Some
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of us were up from Florida, Maryland,
and New York. Everyone enjoyed the
good feelings of being together again,
just talking about the last 15 years and
for many of us, retirement. We agreed
to raising money for a gift for our 50th
anniversary and we also agreed to
meet again for a 45th reunion to get
together and to update ourselves as to
the progress we are making on our gift
at that time.
I will have more on this in a
separate mailing I hope to have out
before the new year. In five years
when our next reunion is scheduled,
please make an effort to attend,
especially if you live in the BostonBridgewater area. It really is nice
seeing our friends and classmates.
Doug Barrows, our senior class
president, was seriously injured in an
accident some time ago. I'm sure he
would appreciate hearing from us.
His address is: 870 Patricia Ave.,
Dunedin, FL 34698.

Class of 1953
Ralph Fletcher, c/o P.O. Box 13,
Bridgewater, MA 02324
Phyllis McCaigue Hosker has suffered
two bereavements recently. Both her
husband, Frank and her son, Charles
passed away in 1991 and we extend
her our deepest sympathy. She is
trying to keep a positive attitude and is
cheered by her daughter, Cathy, and
her two grandchildren - two-year-old
Daniel and six-month-old Christina
Beth. Phyllis is still teaching in Lynn,
Mass., and has recently moved to an
'elegant condo' in Swampscott where
she intends to enjoy her retirement
commencing June, 1993.
Ann K. Noyes has taught in the public
schools in Massachusetts for 39 years kindergarten in Greenfield and Quincy
and 30 years teaching 1st grade in
Duxbury, Mass. She retired in June
1992, and plans now to spend her time
volunteering with the Duxbury
Chandler Elementary School and
pursuing courses in the arts and crafts
area.
John Zoino, although retired from the
superintendency in Randolph, Mass.,
has taken a temporary position as
superintendent of schools in
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Lunenburg, Mass. Can't keep a good
man down!
Finally, classmates, our 40th anniversary takes place next spring. I am
going to get a committee together to
plan our reunion and begin to plan our
class gift for our 50th. Please contact
me if you would like to serve on our
class committee. RJF

Class of 1954
Patricia Phillips, Thurston Point
Road, Gloucester, MA 01930
Hazel Luke Varella, 121 Center S1., N.
Easton, MA 02356
Congratulations to Theodore J. and
Ellen Calnan who retired this year from
the New Bedford School Department.
Theodore received his M.Ed. from
Bridgewater in 1954 and began
teaching in New Bedford a year later,
serving as chairperson of the science
department, principal of the evening
school, assistant principal of the high
school and, beginning in 1974,
headmaster. During his tenure as
headmaster, the high school received
national recognition by receiving the
Excellence in Education Award.
Jean Corey Ford left in July to serve in
the Peace Corp. for two years on the
island of St. Lucia in the East Caribbean. A widow, mother, and grandmother (who recently learned to ski
and has enjoyed hiking the Appalachian Trail and the Swiss Alps,) Jean
will be using her expertise as a
kindergarten and first grade teacher in
her new assignment. Her duties will
involve teaching and developing
educational programs and media
packages. Her address: PCV, Peace
Corps, P.O. Box 123, Castries, St. Lucia,
West Indies. Drop her a line!

Class of 1955
Francena Warren Smith, 32 Mellen
S1., Needham, MA 02194
Paul Sprague, Box 521, Hinsdale, NH
03451
Edward Arcikowski, M.Ed., has retired
from teaching most recently as
principal of the South Middle School
in Braintree. He has devoted the past
30 years to the education of the
children of Braintree. In the spring of
1992, he was surprised by a standing

.'
ovation from 330 students of the South
Middle School. The student council
presented him, with a collage of some
of his favorite people, and they
presented him with the Edward
Arcikowski School Pride Banner which
will be bestowed on the classroom
with the most school pride each year
in his honor. (See related article about
Edward's teaching career in the
summer issue of Bridgewater.)
John Kent, M.Ed., writes that he has
retired from the education field. He
taught full or part time at Bridgewater
from 1967 to 1982. He then continued
as coordinator of Senior Volunteers in
Burnell School until 1991. He and his
wife Jean (Oberlander, '53), have three
children and four grandchildren.
Since 1981, John and Jean have visited
schools and universities in most of the
"iron" curtain countries. They also
spent a summer and winter in Australia and New Zealand and a summer in
China in 1988. John served 6 years as
selectman in Easton, and he served as
Governor's Special Advisor for
Chapter 188. He is presently on the
State Board of Directors for Finance
Committees and a director of the
Superintendents' Center at Stonehill.
John is looking forward to our 40th
reunion in 1995.
Timothy R. Tomlinson has been associate director of the Morris Arboretum
of the University of Pennsylvania. , the
official arboretum of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, since 1979.
He is the general chair of the Organizing Committee for an international
symposium of the utilization of
medicinal plants, sponsored by the
Morris Arboretum and the World
Health Organization, that will be held
in Philadelphia in April, 1993.

Class of 1956
Gene Kennedy, 5 Kabeyun Road,
Converse Point, Marion, MA 02738
Mary Cote Foster writes from Franklin
that her husband, Alan, was recently
given early retirement. They are very
proud of their five granddaughters
and two grandsons.
A mini-reunion of sorts was held in
August at the home of Gene Kennedy,
with several classmates in attendance.
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Among those enjoying homemade
clam chowder and cool ocean breezes
were the following: Mary Lou Hill
Winslow, Laura Batista Crocco, Mary
Regan, Ann Marie Mason Walsh, Mary
O'Brien Souza, and Priscilla Tripp
Gilchrest, who brought along her
daughter, Lucy, and 3 grandchildren.
Also attending were Gil Souza and
Larry Walsh.
Doreen Schmidt, after a quarter century
of teaching American dependent
children in England, has retired to
Laguna Niguel, California where she is
trying to adjust to the different climate
and earthquakes.
Vincent Sullivan has been involved in
an auctioneer-appraiser business in
Quincy since his retirement from
teaching in 1981. His oldest daughter
is a junior in the Honors Program at
Boston College and another daughter
is in the 8th grade at the Central
Middle School.

Class of 1957
Volunteer to be your Class SecretaryCall 508-697-1287

Patricia Mandeville Sullivan is married
to Attorney Thomas M. Sullivan, has 3
girls and 4 grandchildren. She has
traveled around the world with the
statue of Our Lady of Fatima destinations have included Portugal,
Spain, France, Rome, Greece, Pakistan,
Egypt, Nepal, Hong Kong, China,
Hawaii, Guadeloupe, and the Holy
Land. Pat taught in Quincy for two
years before receiving a full scholarship to receive her M.Ed. at the
University of Florida. She briefly
worked with United Airlines as well.
After marriage, Pat taught children
needing special care in her home
working with the Randolph Schools.
She also plays the organ and has sung
in restaurants on the Cape and is
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currently participating in her church
music program. Pat's finding her
teaching background helpful in the
field of music, having had a music
studio for 25 years and representing
the Lawrey and Baldwin Music
Companies.

Class of 1958
Volunteer to be your Class SecretaryCall 508-697-1287
Ann Richardson Davis of Laurel,
Maryland writes that she is teaching
first grade in Prince Georges County.
Ann's youngest daughter, Erica, is a
recent graduate of the University of
Maryland. Daughter Karen, a graduate of Cornell, has just completed her
second year of law school at the
University of Colorado in Boulder.
Daughter Leslie, a 1986 graduate of the
University of Delaware, was married
in May of 1989. Ann traveled to the
Southwest this passed summer with a
one week stay in Santa Fe and still
keeps in touch with friends Rene Kiley
and Jean Ferioli Elkins with a "reunion" in Boca Raton last October.
Mary Garvey Guyett recently received a
master's degree in library and information studies from the University of
Rhode Island. Mary is presently
employed as library manager at
Providence Hospital in Holyoke. She
and husband, Douglas, reside in West
Springfield and are the parents of
daughters Margaret, a victims and
witnesses advocate, and Katherine, a
spring graduate of McGill University
in Montreal.
Robert K. MacLauchlin, professor of
speech communications and director
of television-radio instruction begins
his 24th year at Colorado State
University. Robert reports that his
work has been rewarding and exciting
and that the educational programs that
he has developed have hosted many
famous speakers including former
President Gerald Ford. Robert is again
the Chair of the Faculty Internship
Program of the National Association of
Broadcasters' Education Association
Committee for 1992 and has recently
been nominated for inclusion in the
Whos's Who in the West; Who's who in
American Education' and Who's Who in

./

Entertainment. He and his wife, Liz,
recently celebrated their 28th anniversary.

Class of 1959
Volunteer to be your Class SecretaryCall 508-697-1287
Mary F. Maciel retired from teaching in
the town of Burlington after 31 years
of service. She is currently employed
by Belmont Engineering and resides in
Somerville.

Class of 1960
Cliff Wood, c/o P.O. Box 13, Bridgewater, MA 02324
Maureen Fahnley Calvi writes that her
son, Mark, has been invited to spring
training with the Seattle Mariners in
Tempe, Arizona. The catcher /
designated hitter will then go to
Bellingham, WA, Seattle's Class A
team in the Northwest League.
Maureen recently served as area
coordinator for the Marco Island, FL
alumni gathering.
John DaLuz, MA, '60, recently retired
after 36 years in teaching, more than 30
at the Dartmouth Middle School,
where he was affectionately dubbed
"The Map Man" for his enthusiastic
and innovative teaching of geography.
A colleague was quoted in the South
Dartmouth Chronicle: "He is the
quintessential teacher, the essence of
everything a teacher should be. He
loves the kids and he loves the subject
matter he is teaching."
Paul Scopa has recently been appointed
Assistant National Sales Manager for
Prentice Hall. He previously served as
PH's Science Product Manager and
Director of Science Marketing. Paul
entered publishing after twenty years
in education, working at Holt,
Rinehart, Winston and D.C Heath
before joining Prentice Hall. His wife,
Nancy, is an editor with Silver Burdett
Ginn. Their daughter recently
graduated from the Wharton School
and is working in New York, while
son Kevin has entered Delaware
Valley College, PA, majoring in animal
science.
Joseph c. Simas,Jr. retired in June from
his principalship of Apponequet
Regional High School, where he began
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his teaching career right after graduation from BSe. The school system,
serving Freetown and Lakeville MA,
obviously is grateful for Joe's dedication and length of service, and he to
the system, remarking in the ew
Bedford Standard Times: "If I were to
begin my career all over again, I would
not want to be at any other educational
institution other than Apponequet."
Retirement plans include spending
more time with his wife, Myrtle, their
three children, Leah, a nurse, Rebecca
Ann, a lawyer, and Jennifer, a pharmacist.
Albert Wagner, M '60, retired in June
after a long career in Special Needs at
Norton High School. Albert, in an
interview for the Norton Mirror,
reflected upon his thirty-five years of
service to the Norton School System
and to special needs students, saying
that his biggest goal was always "to
get them to feel that they were worth
something." More travel and more
volunteer work are in his retirement
plans.

.'
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drive of the United Way of Greater
ew Bedford. Mayor Tierney is active
in the American Business Woman's
Association, the Catholic Women's
Club, the ew Bedford Board of
Realtors and the Massachusetts Board
of Realtors. She and her husband,
John, reside in ew Bedford. They
have five children.

Class of 1964
John Olson, 831131st Avenue NE,
Seattle, WA 98115-4733
Daniel Cabral was appointed superintendent of schools in his hometown of
Somerset in January of 1991. Daniel
has worked in school systems in New
Hampshire and Massachusetts and
finds it disheartening that public
education is no longer a priority for
the majority of voters. However, of
Somerset he says, "Quality education
has been a tradition."

Call 508-697-1287
Robert Crouch currently a history
teacher at Somerset High School was
chosen as a member of the ational
Endowment for the Humanities
Seminar on George Kennan. Bob feels
that the issue discussed at this seminar
will improve his classroom presentations on 20th century America and the
Cold War. Aside from his duties at
Somerset High, he has taught American government here at BSC and
western civilization at Bristol Community College.
Geoffrey Fanning, a resident of North
Easton, was recently appointed
superintendent of schools in
Stoughton. He has worked in the
Stoughton Public Schools since 1968.
Susan Elizabeth Lawrence, director of
music education in the ew Bedford
Public Schools, has been chosen as the
Massachusetts Music Educators
Association All-State Concert Chairman for the 1992-1993 school year.
The concert will take place next March
in Springfield.

Class of 1963
Judith Williams-Millar, 212 Franklin
St., Whitman, MA 02382
Lara Louise Bielk Kline is in her second
year of teaching science at the Chestnut Middle School in Springfield,
Mass. She is continuing her education
with courses at U Mass. This past
August she visited her son, Sean, who
is currently living and working in
Paris, France. Lara also has a son, Eric,
at Texas A & M working on a PhD. in
aeronautical engineering and a son,
Jon, who attends Cornell University
and will be at the London School of
Economics next year.
Peter Nord was the keynote speaker at
his high school alma mater's graduation ceremonies this past spring.
Peter, a resident and teacher in the
town of Scituate, received his master's
degree in English from Lesley College
this past spring. He spoke to the
graduates of failure and how it can
strengthen if the lessons it offers are
learned.
Rosemary S. Tierney, mayor of New
Bedford will lead the government
division of this year's fundraising
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Claire-Marie Hart is currently an
English teacher at Beverly High
School, and an adjunct professor of
English at North Shore Community
College in Lynn and in Beverly. Last
fall, she received the honor of becoming a finalist for the Massachusetts
Teacher of the Year. Each year, ClaireMarie works closely with student
teachers from Harvard, Merrimack,
Gordon, and Salem State and remembers fondly and appreciatively the
superb training she received at BSe.
She says, "Dr. Chellis, Professor
Greene, and Dr. DeRocco remain my
profeSSional role-models!"
Don Kreutzer retired after 29 years of
teaching in the Sharon public schools.
Don is moving to East Sandwich
where he plans to start an interior
design business.

Class of 1967
Volunteer to be your Class Secretary-

Paul E. Means and James K. Tomey, Jr.,
have announced the merger of their
life insurance, investment and benefit
consulting business at 112 Broad Street
in Boston. Paul has been a teacher,
selectman and state representative
from Stoneham. He is also a trustee of
Bridgewater State College. Paul lives
in Stoneham with his wife, Gail, and
their children.
Joseph Oliver has been appointed
administrative assistant to the headmaster at ew Bedford High School.
He is an 18-year veteran of the ew
Bedford Public Schools.

Class of 1968
Donna Daley Brown, Box 366,
Bryantville, MA 02327
Dear Classmates, In the next few
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weeks you will be receiving a survey
form dealing with our 25th class
reunion (can you believe this???).
Would you be so kind as to fill it out
and return it to me so that we can
really begin planning for our big
celebration. As J mentioned in the last
newsletter, the 25th will be held
during BSC's 1993 Homecoming
which is scheduled for the third week
of October. Please circle those days
now!
Richard Castro was recently named
principal of the Parker School in
Taunton. A 1964 graduate of Taunton
High School, Richard earned both his
bachelor's and master's degrees from
BSe. He also holds a CAGS from
Northeastern. Before returning to
Taunton, Richard served as principal
in several other schools including
orth Scituate (RJ) Elementary School,
Beckwith Middle School in Rehoboth,
and the Pole and Caswell schools in
Taunton.
This past summer J received a great
letter from Cheryl Faris, who is now
living in Los Angeles. She writes, "I
taught school in Harlem for a few
years, got a master's from NYU,
moved to LA, went to law school at
Loyola, currently work as corporate
counsel for Pacific Bell, and occasionally teach business law." In 1983,
Cheryl married Patrick King, a filmmaker, and they have two children,
Shane,6 and Catherine,2. Involved in
civil rights work, Cheryl was the first
woman president of the ArabAmerican Lawyers Association of
Southern California.
Ralph E. Flynn, M.Ed, retired as a
librarian and teacher in Brockton this
past June after 25 years in the system.
He served as both teacher and
librarian at the Hancock School, and
served as librarian at East Junior High,
Ashfield, Paine, Winthrop, Franklin,
and Brookfield. Additionally, he
taught photography for more than 10
years at Brockton High's evening
school.
Susan Johnson Goldie, '68, a biology
teacher at East Longmeadow High
School, was one of 50 biology teachers
selected nationwide to attend the
Woodrow Wilson Institute held this
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summer at Princeton University.
Susan writes, "During the four weeks
of intense study, various aspects of
bioethics were investigated, including
new reproductive technologies,
biotechnologies, and environmental
ethics." Susan has taken a leadership
role in developing programs to
enhance the teaching of biology. She
has also been involved in the training
of student teachers. In January of
1990, her affiliations with the Five
College Partnership were discussed in
The Science Teacher.' Since 1985, her
school has been a clinical teaching site.
J. Kevin Smyth, M.Ed., retired in June
after 34 years in the Holbrook public
schools. He graduated from Boston
College with a degree in history and
government, and although he anticipated going into business, he took a
teaching job in Brockton which
marked the beginning of his teaching
career. Through the years, Smyth
taught history, health, math, science,
and was head of the social studies
department. He coached football,
baseball, basketball, and track at the
junior high. An avid golfer, Kevin is
looking forward to time on the golf
course. Travelling with his wife Paula
and spending time with his children
and 7-year-old grandson, Mark, are
also anticipated.
Lastly, J had quite a busy summer. I
was one of 30 Delta Kappa Gamma
women selected from an international
pool of applicants to participate in the
Golden Gift Leadership Management
Seminar at the Graduate School of
Management at University of Texas in
Austin. To say the least, it was an
incredible experience both intellectually and socially. In late July, I
represented Massachusetts at the Delta
Kappa Gamma Society'S International
Convention in Louisville, Kentucky.
One of the convention's highlights was
the introduction of new chapter
members from reunified Germany.
This jaunt was followed by a trip to
England and Scotland with 53 Silver
Lake students. The 16-day excursion
marked the seventh exchar.ge program
between Forrester High School in
Edinburgh, Scotland, and Silver Lake.
Also sharing chaperoning duties were

my husband Ken, M.Ed:, 77, Barbara
Beall Anti, '69, and Peter Glass, M.Ed.
Peter directs the Honors Chorus which
was the performance group accompanying the exchange this time. Donna
Daley Brown

Class of 1970
Volunteer to be your Class SecretaryCall 508-697-1287
John Thomas R. Bacon received his
master's in theology from Hellenic
College/Holy Cross Greek Orthodox
School of Theology in Brookline with
highest distinction. The topic of his
thesis was "Orthodoxy and Canonicity: A Study of the Canonical Status of
Church Bodies not in Communion
with the Eastern Orthodox Church."
Father Bacon is also canonical research
assistant in the department of Canon
Law at Holy Cross, Brookline.
Henry A. Rondelli, a teacher in the
Plymouth Public Schools, became a
father for the first time. A son,
Andrew John, was born last November. Henry and his wife, Ruth, are also
very active in music ministry at Saints
Martha and Mary Church in Lakeville.
Leo V. Sciarappa was recently appointed assistant principal at the
Williams School in Bridgewater. Leo
lives in Brockton with his wife, Teresa,
and his children Jason, Johanna and
Terri.

Class of 1971
Ann Brassard Koczera, 119 Jarry
Street, New Bedford, MA 02745

Mary Ellen Bouchie- Vos reports that
over the course of her professional life,
she has taught regular and exceptional
students, done consulting, adjuncted
at BSe., taught in Japan for 2 years,
and was just transferred to a brand
new school where she will continue as
assistant principal. Mary Ellen and
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her husband travel often. Last winter
they took a 2-week cruise to Morocco
and the Canary Islands; in April they
cruised the Caribbean and just
returned from a month in Europe.
During their European adventure they
spend 2 weeks in the etherlands
(where her husband was born) and
also cruised Scandinavia and Russia
for 12 days. In their spare time,
husband Rob refinishes metal pedal
cars and Mary Ellen makes crafts.
Robert Brinkley was recently selected as
principal of the Thorpe School in
Danvers. He has served that school
system for 21 years in several capacities - as a teacher, coach, and assistant
principal at the Riverside School. In
addition to his degree from Bridgewater, Robert holds a master's degree
from Salem State College.
Fred Bucklin is the president! owner of
a firm called F.W. Bucklin Appraisal
Co., Inc., specializing in residential,
commercial, and relocation appraisals.
Fred's business philosophy is: Hard
work, perseverance, education, high
moral and ethical standards, dedication to the profession, and consistent
high quality work no matter who the
client is.
Robert Drapeau was recently appOinted
director of business and safety services
at Dean Jr. College in Franklin. Robert
has been Dean's director of public
safety since August of 1989, and was
previously director of public safety at
Babson College. He has served as
president of the Massachusetts
Association of College and University
Public Safety Directors.
Ann duCille writes, "It's hard to believe
that 20 years have passed since my
graduation from BSC I've spent
most of those 20 years teaching,
including a year at BSC's English
Departmen t before returning to
graduate school in 1987. I received a
Ph.D. in American Studies from Brown
University in May 1991, and am now
teaching African American literature,
women's studies, and creative writing
at Wesleyan where I was recently
tenured."
Judy Frank was recently appointed unit
director of the Greater Attleboro and
Taunton Cancer Society where her
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responsibilities include volunteer
recruitment and direction, fund
raising, health education, and patient
services. Judy holds degrees in
English and Anthropology from BSC
and has operated a florist shop in
Taunton for 15 years. She is presently
the executive director of the Miss
Massachusetts Scholarship Pageant of
the Miss America Program.
Barbara Henson was appointed
principal of the Falls and School Street
schools in June, 1992. Her extensive
school experience includes nearly 20
years of elementary teaching in
Attleboro and four years as assistant
principal at the Delaney School in
Wrentham. Barbara has master's
degrees in education in elementary
administration from Providence
College and in creative arts and
learning from Lesley College.
Anita Dubow Jamieson was recently
named principal of the Devine
Elementary School in Randolph. She is
the former director of the Boston
public schools' Professional Development School, as well as assistant
headmaster at South Boston High
School. Anita received her Ed.M. from
Harvard University and is currently a
doctoral candidate at Boston University. Among her many achievements,
she helped establish a bilingual
education program in Cambodia.
After 20 years of teaching in the New
Bedford School System, Robert Armand
Jeffrl!1J was recently appointed to the
position of assistant principal of
Normandin Junior High School at the
beginning of the 1992-1993 school year.

Class of 1972
Volunteer to be your Class SecretaryCall 508-697-1287
Mary F. Long Bernard currently resides
in Barrington, Rhode Island and is
employed as a tax manager with the
accounting firm of Sansiveri, Ryan and
Sullivan in Providence.
Greg Campbell, a key account representative for International Ice Cream
Company, is currently living in
Abington with his wife Linda and
their two sons Todd and Brett.
Elizabeth A. Lavin, a guidance counselor at the Groton Dunstable Middle

School in Groton, Mass, is presently
working on a master's in education
leadership through Fitchburg State
College.
Charles A. Schuetz, principal of Don
Bosco Technical High School in
Boston, has been named the 1992
recipient of the Bertram H. Holland,
Principal of the Year Award by the
Massachusetts Secondary School
Administrators Association. It is the
third time he has been honored by the
group. He is also a member of the
Governor's Advisory Council on
Vocational/Technical Education at one
time serving as its chairman.

Class of 1973
Bruce Wayne Gaines, 637 East Queen
St., Inglewood, CA 90301
Andrew Callahan won third prize in the
caricatures category in the second
annual Boston Comic New Cartoon
Contest. He works for Fun Enterprises
as a caricature artist and is a cartoonist
for Krislyn Computer Services Fax
Newsletter.
Stella Citrano and her husband
Lawrence Silverman have successfullv
started a new business, Sand C
Associates, Inc., offering financial,
auditing, and tax consulting services in
Abington.
Brtlce Wayne Gaines (BA, M.Ed.), won a
first place award for authenticity at the
1992 Accolades Grand Military
Encampment in San Diego. His
portrayal was a contraband of the Civil
War.
John D. Kenney has been living in
Thailand since 1980, teaching ESL at
International School (Bangkok), the
largest international school in Asia.
Previously he taught in Australia.
John finished his master's program in
linguistics at UMASS-Boston two
summers ago.
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Lance Ernest Kisby, D.MD., has much
news to report. First, his Ashland
practice got so big that in April, the
office moved 200 feet to a new location
- bigger, brighter, roomier and all
around better. Also, the Kisbys expect
their first child in December. Lance
was recently interviewed by the Mass.
State Association for the Deaf because
of the work he does for the deaf
community. He has a large deaf
patient population and provides
dental teaching to kids at the Learning
Center in Framingham during Dental
Health Month. He also just finished a
full year of American Sign Language
education. There will be an article
coming out in the Pediatric dental
literature in late '92 or early '93 on
how to manage the deaf pediatric
dental patient.
Bill Thayer, (BS, M.Ed.), has been
farming (organically) in Maine for 16
years. He raises cattle, sheep, and
turkeys and also works with horses.

Tobias V. Vasconcellos received his
Masters in Public Administration from
the University of Rhode Island in 1981.
He married the former Barbara Ann
Feitelberg on October 7,1989. Tobias
is a manager of State School Reimbursement, Revenue Division, Mass.
Dept. of Mental Retardation in Boston.

Class of 1974
Donna Tobin Wolohojian, 15448
Indianola Dr., Rockville, MD 20855
Thanks to the college's news clipping
service and all of you for returning
your "Alumni News" forms. For the
first time, I am confronted with the
problem of more news than space will
allow for! So, in random order, I'll try
to get caught up in the next two issues.
James Forrest recently received a master
of science degree in nursing from
Florida Atlantic University in Boca
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Raton. James was a psychology major
at Bridgewater.

Richard Kolikof writes from Aloha (no,
not Hawaii!) but Oregon, where he has
started his own computer company.
Winthrop Research now has a second
office branch in Newton, Mass., and
provides research and executive search
services for computer companies.
Richard wants to hear from "long
lost"friends at BSC
Dona Meltzer is currently teaching
kindergarten in the Braintree School
System. Dona, formerly the director
and teacher of the Randolph Community Preschool, lives on Braintree Hill
with her husband, Dean, and children
Max and Leigh.
Gail Nielson Morrill is currently a
service coordinator for the ARC of
Frederick County, Maryland, handling
case management and advocacy for
people with developmental disabilities. She has a degree in social work
from James Madison University and
lives in Sykesville, Maryland with her
two sons, Chris and Jason.
Terry Parker sends news from Denver,
Colorado where she is currently a
paralegal with a litigation firm. Terry
served in the Peace Corps for two
years, teaching English in Liberia,
West Africa. After being widowed in
1987, Terry worked as a paralegal in
Las Vegas for two years, before
moving back to Denver. She lives with
her best friend and a lop-eared rabbit
named Jessica and is planning to
skydive on her upcoming 40th
birthday. (Gee, that's not how I chose
to celebrate the big 4-0!)

Cheryl Lynch Romano is now living in
Blue Bell, Pennsylvania with her
husband, Joe. Cheryl retired from the
field of mental health in 1989 and is
currently working part time as an
engraver in a jewelry store. She is an
avid marathoner, completing marathons (26.2 miles each) in D.C and
Philadelphia. Her license plate reads:
RAN 2-262! Cheryl sends a special
request to Lucy Fortunato, Cathy Doran,
Janet Beatrice and Karen Melanson:
Please write!
The East Bridgewater School Committee approved the appointment of John
Shea of Hanover as assistant principal
for Central School. He has served as
first and third grade teacher as well as
math and computer specialist. John
holds both a bachelor's and master's
degree from Bridgewater and also
teaches in the continuing education
program.

Class of 1975
Volunteer to be your Class SecretaryCall 508-697-1287
Lucille Nadeau Silva reports that she
and her husband of 17 years, Stephen,
had a new baby boy in September of
1991. He joins three sisters, Jennifer-14
years, Cheryl - 12 years, and Cathy - 8
years. The family makes their home in
Raynham.

Anthony Salerno is a trial attorney and
senior partner with the form of
Maynard, Cataldo, Scannell, and
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Salerno in Worcester. Following his
graduation from Bridgewater, Tony
received his M.Ed. from Worcester
State, his M.A. from Anna Marian and
his J.D. from the New England School
of Law. After 10 years as a Mass. state
trooper and an assignment with the
district attorney's office, he left the
public sector for private practice. He is
active both in the Bar Association and
in the community. Tony lives in
Shrewsbury with his wife, Cathy, and
children, Lisa and Michael.
Angela L. Stankiewicz has been appointed principal of St. Mary's School
in New Bedford. Angela has worked
in the Catholic schools of the Fall River
and New Bedford area for many years.
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recent induction into the Hall of Fame
of the Attleboro Area Golf Association.
Art works as a math teacher at Bishop
Feehan High School and plays much of
his golf at Firefly Golf Course in
Seekonk. He has two children: oneyear-old Mary and three-year-old
Billy. Art's already applying his
teaching skills to Billy's emerging golf
game.

Class of 1976
Jackie Sylvia Wheaton, P.O. Box 35,
Atlantic, ME 04608
Nancy Kipp Florence, c/o P.O. Box 13,
Bridgewater, MA 02324
Raymond J. Raposa of Attleboro
received a Special Achievement
Award from the Massachusetts Water
Works Association in recognition of
his contribution to the education and
training of water works professionals
throughout New England. Raymond
is the executive director of the New
England Water Works Association
which sponsors more than 75 technical
and management training programs
annually for water utility managers,
operators, chemists, technicians, and
support staff members.
Richard F. Slein retired in July from the
State of Massachusetts Department of
Environmental Management after 26
years of service, most of which was
involved with the division of hazardous waste and air quality control.
Continuing in the same line of work,
Richard was hired by the Town of
Franklin as the health agent for the
Board of Health. He and his family
make their home in Easton.

Class of 1977
Bob Mansur, 4240 Surrey Way,
Evansville, IN 47711
Donna Kane Tobey, c/o P.O. Box 13,
Bridgewater, MA 02324
Congratulations to Art Anderson for his
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Three B.5.C. alumni are currently
working together at a new start-up
company - PCs Compleat. The
organization has pioneered the "super
direct" marketing approach and
operates like a computer superstore
through the mail. Bill Crown, '77, and
two co-founders raised $5 million in
venture funding to start the company
which has been in operation for 6
months. Pictured are, L-R, Bill Brown,
'77, John DaSilva, '88, and George
Sutherland, '77.
Sheryl Cadorette recently joined Drake
Beam Morin, Inc., as a vice president
in the company's training and consulting division in Atlanta. Previously
with BellSouth for 14 years, Sherry will
focus on transition management,
career management, and career
development in her new position.
Fran Reddington has received her
doctor of philosophy degree in
criminal justice from Sam Houston
State University in Texas. The author
of two books and several published
articles on criminal justice, Fran is now
a member of the faculty of Central
State University.
Donna Kane Tobey of Miami sends
special thanks to friends and classmates who have offered so much
support in the wake of Hurricane
Andrew. Donna says she and the
family are fine, and she is back in the
classroom teaching. She extends her
thoughts to friends in the Homestead

area which also was devastated by the
hurricane.

Class of 1978
Liz Gallagher Duval, 16 Moreland
Rd., Quincy, MA 02169
Marian MacLean Wineburner, 421
Morris Rd. Apt. 6, Wayne, PA 19087
Peter & Nancy Torrey Hayes c/o P.O.
Box 13, Bridgewater, MA 02324
Elaine Zollo, 121 Nahant St., Lynn,
MA01902
Russell Denver has received a juris
doctor degree from the Western New
England College School of Law. He
and his wife Melanie live in Springfield with their three sons, Zachary,
Luke, and Jake.
Alton E. Flynn was elected a Fellow in
History by the Mass. Academy for
Teachers. He is presently attending
U.Mass and Harvard Graduate School
of Education, in addition to teaching
social studies at Stoughton High
School.
Stephen Folino recently was appointed
the new director of the Bishop Ruocco
House in Lakeville, Mass. The Bishop
Ruocco House is a residential care
program for male adolescents in need
of clinical treatment.
Maryann Guerrettaz-Martelly received
her master's degree in early childhood
special needs from Lesley College. She
is a speech language therapist for the
Fall River School Department. She is
also the mother of two children, Adam
and Katie.
Virginia Handfield, who received her
master's degree from Bridgewater, is
presently teaching third grade at the
Gardner School in Swansea. This past
spring she took her third graders to
visit the Hornbine School, a one-room
schoolhouse in Rehoboth which dates
back 150 years.
Janet Walgreen Stiller of Lambert's
Cove, Vineyard Haven recently
received her master's degree in
education from Lesley College where
she graduated summa cum laude. She
is employed as a tutor in the Tisbury
School and lives in Vineyard Haven
with her husband, Neal, and their
children, Megan and Benjamin.

Class of 1979
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Barbara Cawlina Luby, 1 Ontario St.,
Worcester, MA 01606
Peg Linehan Szostek, 1192 Bedford
St., Whitman, MA 02382
Jeanne M. Azevedo is currently pursuing a master of education degree in
elementary / early childhood education
from Antioch New England Graduate
School. She is an assistant kindergarten teacher at Beach Rose Waldorf
School in Falmouth, serves on the
Policy Council for Cape Cod Child
Development, Inc., and is a community representative for Head Start in
Swifts Neck Beach, Mass.
Robin Balch and Danny Hodgkins were
married last October and are expecting
their first child this December. Robin
has been a resource teacher/computer
instructor at the Osgood School in
Cohasset for a number of years.
Bruce Bradshaw and Mary Moritz
Bradshaw were married in August 1980
and have three children - Ellen (7),
Amy (31/2) and Phillip (18 months).
The family currently resides in
Pomona, California where Mary is
studying for her master's degree in
ESL and Bruce is a researcher for
World Vision International and travels
frequently to West Africa. In fact, the
family lived in Somalia, West Africa,
from 1985-1988.
Tony DeMasi and his wife Claire
Condon DeMasi are living in northern
Virginia and have 2 children, Matthew
(11) and Kerry Ann (8). Tony was
recently promoted the rank of lieutenant in the Secret Service and is
currently assigned to work at the vice
president's residence in Washington,
D.C. He is also very involved as a
fitness coordinator with the Service.
Steven K. Foley is director and owner of
Foley Chiropractic Clinics in Boca
Raton and Delray Beach, Florida.
There, he specializes in chiropractic
health care focusing on back, neck,
head, auto, and work-related injuries.
Steve has also studied for a master of
arts degree at the University of
Bridgeport in Connecticut.
David Hall is currently working as a
principal geologist for the New Jersey
Geological Survey. He and his wife
Evelyn, '88, who is an assistant
geologist for the NJGS reside in
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Levittown, PA with their two boys,
Chas and Sam.
Jon Henriksen married Patricia Dugan
in December of 1985. He is currently
teaching social studies in grades 7-12
at Groveton High School in Groveton,
NH. Jon also serves as social studies
department head as well as directing
the high school theater program. He is
still actively involved in community
and summerstock theater and would
like to hear from Bob Gordon, '78, Bob
Glynn, '80, of Maureen Graney, '80.
Marjorie Andrade Hewitt, assistant
director of student activities at Suffolk
University in Boston has a new son,
Stephen Ray, born July 1.
John Manganaro is currently a lieutenant with the U.S. Coast Guard in a new
position as Port Operations Officer and
Planner in New Orleans. Although
recently divorced, John says he has a
wonderful relationship with his 5
children living in Mass - John (11),
Justin (9), Jarrid (7), Lia (5), and Lynne

17th century farmhouse with a
thatched roof. He mentioned that he
even visited Bridgewater, England!
Peg Linehan Szostek recently gave birth
to her second daughter, Jenna Leigh.
Jenna joins her big sister Julianne (4) at
their home in Whitman. Peg has been
a resource teacher at Hanover High
School for a number of years and her
husband, Fred, is in sales.
Dr. Nancy Young has recently embarked on a new challenge as superintendent of Rutland-Windsor Supervisory Union in Vermont. She had held
several other positions including
director of pupil personnel of the
Rutland, Vermont public schools,
executive director of the RI Association of Retarded Citizens, and principal of Norwich High School in CT.
Nancy is excited about the changing
and invigorating environment in
Vermont special education.

(2).

Scott McDonald, 18 Church St.,
Bristol, RI 02809
Laurie Osborne O'Brien is living in
Richmond, NH, and is employed by
the Fernald School in Templeton,
Mass.
Carol MacLeod Whiting and her
husband David welcome the birth of
son number 3. Trevor How Whiting
was born on April 18, 1992 and joins
brothers Bradford (6) and Andrew (4).
The Whitings live in Dracut, Mass.
It was my pleasure to be the guest of
the Bridgewater Alumni Association
as keynote speaker at Fall Convocation. This is a senior class full of hopes
and dreams just like us. They are also
future alumni - show them support
when you can, remember Bridgewater
graduates in your workplace. Hire
Bridgewater first!
Bridgewater has changed a lot in 13
years. Within the many changes, the
tradition of fine education by a
teaching faculty is still intact. Remember the good times at BSC but also the
foundation we received to compete
with the best in today's world.
You are the Bridgewater Alumni
Association. Become an active
member and continue the tradition
started 152 years ago.

Donald E. Marsan was recently
admitted to the bar of the District of
Columbia Court of Appeals. Don is
employed as an attorney at the US
Information Agency (Voice of
America) in Washington D.C. We're
all wondering if Don has played the
violin lately?
Jerry Riordan along with his wife Lisa
are busy running the White Birch Farm
in Allentown, NJ where they train
racehorses, primarily trotters, which
race at the Meadowlands and Yonkers.
Jerry has been handling Lou Guida's
New York-New Jersey division since
1989.
Leslie Scott has recently joined Sterling
Hager, Inc., a high technology public
relations firm based in Lincoln. She
has been in the public relations
business for many years and currently
resides in Wakefield.
Gary Stefaniak is working at Lincoln
Environmental in Tewksbury. He and
his wife Susan have two children,
Lauren and Robby. They are living in
Littleton, Mass.
Emmett Connor Sullivan recently
returned from a 9-day vacation in
England with his girlfriend Lori. He
visited many sites and even stayed in a

Class of 1980
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Let me know what and how you are
doing. Please send me a note at the
above address. I can't write it unless I
hear from you! Scott McDonald

Class of 1981
Cynthia Booth Ricciardi, P.O. Box
228, Taunton, MA 02780
(I've decided to try a new format for
our ClassNotes '81-mates --let me
know what you think.)
My first note is my own, because there
are probably some of you who have
been trying to remember who on earth
I am -- or, was, from 1977-1981. I was
one of the quiet, nondescript commuters who usually arrived around 8:00
and left by 2:00. A couple of semesters
I worked in the computer lab in the
basement of Grove Street (it's
"Harrington Hall" now for those of
you who haven't been back), but I was
an English major, and I currently teach
three sections of English Composition
here at Bridgewater (remember the
"visiting lecturers" -- the TBAs on the
schedules? That's me!) Last year I
decided to complicate my life and was
accepted as a first-year PhD. student
at Brandeis University (Obviously,
sanity is not hereditary).
On to the news...but just remember
that if you like to read about other
people, it is probable that other people
would like to read about you. Take a
second and fill out the class notes page
in this magazine -- someone you
haven's thought about in ten years
might be interested in what you're
doing!
John Aholals is on the staff of the
Riverview School- Project G.R.O.W. in
East Sandwich, Mass., a new postsecondary program for learning
disabled students. During the
summer, John operates the Midpoint
Motel in Hyannis. He also reports that
he has enjoyed traveling to Finland
and Alaska. [So, send some pictures to
the magazine!]
Another teacher, Deborah Gracia Araujo,
writes to say that she was married in
August 1988 to Thomas Araujo, and,
the two have a daughter, Katelyn, who
was born in May 1991. Deborah and
her family live in Plainville, and she
teaches in the Norton public schools.
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Donald K. Baillargeon writes that he is
currently living in Cambridge and is
working as customer service manager
of a computer research and publication
group called The Patricia Seybold
Group.
This quarter we also got news from
William Govostes of Medford that he is
working as sales staff supervisor at
!BAG Technical in Bellingham, a
company that sells duffle bags to large
universities, military institutions, and
hospitals. The really BIG news,
though, is that William announced his
engagement to Ms. Dallas Hygia.
They were married in August of 1992
on the SS George, on Lake George, and
Chester Del Negro, '81, was the Best
Man. William closes with "Love the
Bridgewater Newsletter. See you at
Homecoming '92." [If you were there,
William, you probably got soaked, as
the rain was merciless. The good news
is, so were the Bears. It was an
excellent game!]
Carol Hansen Lambert and her husband
Michael announced the birth of their
son Michael Thomas on March 27,
1992. Michael has a "big" sister,
Sara(3) and the family lives in
Needham, Mass.
Jean Sharland Perry took the hint from
two issues back and sent us the word
that she is a resource specialist in the
Stoneham School System. She has two
children, Nicole (9) and Joshua (2), and
is working on a master's degree in
counseling psychology at Anna Maria
College. In addition, she says, "I have
recently traveled and taught in Russia,
in St. Petersburg and Moscow, as part
of an exchange program. I plan to
return again in February...and I would
love to hear from former classmates."
[AND your classmates would probably enjoy seeing a photo of you in
Russia...how about it? We love
pictures here at the magazine!]
That's it through September 1992.
There are great things going on here at
Bridgewater. Those of you who only
read the classnotes and skip the rest of
the magazine are really missing out on
some great news. Let me put in a plug
for some alumni events - the Ski Trip
in February...Alumni Cleanup Day in
April...The New York City Theater

,/

Trip in June...(Call (508) 697-1287 or
look elsewhere in the magazine for
details...) Until next time...

Class of 1982
Tom Matthews, 2015B Allen Place
NW, Washington, DC 20009
Sandy Papas, 91 Moraine St.,
Brockton, MA 02401
Hi, this is Sandy Papas reporting, and
I, along with Tom Matthews, will be
acting as your class secretary for the
"missing" Class of 1982. As for
myself, I am back at B.S.C. full time
working toward a master's degree in
elementary education. I am also
serving as the secretary of the Bridgewater Alumni Association Board of
Directors. How about you?

Jennifer Sheppard Loftus gave birth to a
beautiful baby girl- Jamie Bethany - on
August 18,1992. She weighted 10 lbs.
and 6 oz. Right now, Jennifer is taking
time to enjoy her new role as "Mom."
She says she and her husband have
been waiting 7 years for their "miracle
baby."

Class of 1983
David Robichaud, c/o P.O. Box 13,
Bridgewater, MA 02324
James Stephen Barr recently married his
sweetheart, Lynn Erwin Vaughn, in a
beautiful double ring ceremony in
Pembroke. The groom started his
college career at the old Boston State
College then finished up his degree at
BSC. Steve and Lynn met at Jordan
Hospital where he works as a respiratory therapist and she works as unit
secretary. The Barrs are happily living
in Plymouth.
James McNamee is now the associate
superintendent for the schools of the
diocese of Fall River. James takes over
this position after 19 years at Bishop
Stang High School. James earned his
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M.Ed. from BSC and traveled wide
and far during his secondary training
with stints in Rome, St. Louis, and
California. He lives in New Bedford
with his wife Arlene and 2 kids.
Craig Coe of Buzzard's Bay earned his
MBA at Suffolk University, Right now
Craig is mixing up experiments as a
senior chemist for the Gillette Company in Boston.
Martha Savaria Morris is helping us all
learn more about our blood. She has
just earned a doctoral degree in
epidemiology at U.Mass. Martha's
fascinating science career has included
studies of leukemia rates in southeastern Massachusetts and experiments
about nuclear radiation at the Pilgrim
plant in Plymouth, She currently
works for the State Department of
Public Health. Martha lives in
Bridgewater and also has a home in
Nantucket with her husband, Atty.
Wesley Morris.
Navy LT Philbrook Mason has just
signed on for duty at the Naval
Hospital in Newport, Rhode Island.
LT Mason has had his eyes on a naval
career since graduating from the New
England School of Optometry,
Christine Bonardi-Nobles is practicing
family-related law in Boston. She
became a member of the Mass. Bar in
1988 and is involved in private
practice in the areas of divorce,
adoption, and guardianship. She
married Lawrence T Nobles of Boston
in November 1991.
Nancy A. Silva is making learning math
fun for students. She just sold a
manuscript called "Math in the Bag" to
a publisher in California. The book
gets kids excited about arithmetic by
introducing them to fun games like
scavenger hunts. Nancy teaches
second grade at the Indian Brook
School in Plymouth.

Class of 1984
Cindy Skowyra, c/o P.O. Box 13,
Bridgewater, MA 02324
Sheila McDermott-Delaney currently
works at Bentley College. She received
a master's degree from Central
Connecticut State University. Sheila
now resides in Somerville with her
husband, Colin Delaney.
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Christine Openshaw Tempesta announces the birth of her daughter,
Elizabeth Marie, born May 19, 1992.
She and her husband Joe are thrilled
with the new arrival. Christine is also'
the director of field operations for the
American Heart Association in
Framingham. The family lives in
Braintree.
Paula Rizzo-Riley received her M.Ed.
from BC along with her husband Tom.
She works as an adapted physical
education specialist at L.A.B.B.
Vocational Program at Lexington High
School. They have 2 children, Leigh (3
1/2) and Nina, born in May 1992.
They reside in Lexington.
Jeff Smith was recently appointed as
vocational liaison/ case manager at the
Baroco Head Injury Center in
Shrewsbury. He resides in Athol with
his wife, Nancy, and 2 children, Jessica
and Tyler.

Class of 1985
Carrie Kulick-Clark, 44 Sharon Drive,
S. Easton, MA 02375

DiLuiso were recently married at the
Second Congregational Church in
Beverly. Cynthia is currently a teacher
in the city of Beverly. The couple will
make its home in Danvers.
June Roy-Martin is currently employed
as the sales marketing manager of the
Quality Printing Company and has
recently purchased a share in her
company's full-color press. June was
also unanimously elected as the
Webster District Secretary of Massachusetts Business and Professional
Women.

Class of 1986
Linda Bellia & Susan Hayward
Reynolds, c/o P.O. Box 13, Bridgewater, MA 0~324
Nancy R. Austin married Paul J. Crehan
last August at St. Joseph's Church in
Holbrook, Mass. Nancy graduated
from the Boston University School of
Social Work after Bridgewater, and is
employed as a social worker at
Brockton Hospital.
Laura Donahue Brady, her husband Tim
and son Te. welcomed the newest
addition to the family, Rebecca Joyce,
last November. The Bradys bought a
home in Plymouth last April and
Laura enthusiastically reports, "I am a
full-time mother and loving every
minute of it!"

Class of 1987
Domingo Amado, Jr., has been on the
move. He recently concluded a 5-day
trip to Philadelphia and New York
with 90 8th grade students; he took a
6-day cruise to Nassau and Freeport,
served 3 weeks as a coach at the Dave
Cowens Basketball School; and he was
recipient of the Assistant Coach of the
Year Award for the 1991-1992 athletic
season at Whitman-Hanson High
School where he serves as baseball
coach. Dom also coaches girls
basketball at Abington High School.
He recently completed a two-year term
on the B.S.e. Hall of Fame Selection
Committee.
Michael Beliveau was recently appointed as the Amherst Recreation
Director.
Cynthia Ann Kerr and Jeffrey Allen

Kevin Kindregan, LeMoyne College,
Office of Student Life/Housing,
Syracuse, NY 13214-1399
Well, our 5th year reunion has come
and gone and it was a huge success!
For those of you who missed it, I hope
to see you at future class of 1987
events. If you are ever interested in
helping with an event of if you have
an idea, I can be reached through the
Office of Alumni Relations. Special
thanks to the following people for
their help: Debra Ashton from the BSC
Office of Alumni Relations; Paul
Bonitto - great job being the DJ, Paul!;
and Bob Walnista and Sarah Terrell for
helping contact people.
Bruce Anderson and Mary Wood
Anderson have been married 3 years
and are living in Davenport, FL. Bruce
works in television and has done work
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for Nickelodeon and the Disney
Channel, since getting his MS in
television/radio from BD. Mary
works for Disney World and they have
a 6-month-old daughter, Emily
Catherine.
Steven Anderson is in the US Navy as a
naval instructor and is just completing
his first squadron tour in Hawaii. He
is willing to help any AHP who want
information on Navy programs, get in
touch with him through the Office of
Alumni Relations.
Jeannine Aronson Madden works in the
plastic and reconstructive surgery field
as a medical/personnel secretary. In
July of 1988 she married Capt. David
Madden of the US Air Force (whose
sister, Kathleen, is a 1986 BSC
alumna». Jeannine and her husband
have 2 sons, Sean (3) and Timothy (2).
Jeannine enjoys hearing about classmates and wanted to thank Dave
Wilson for his hospitality on their
recent visit to campus. She also
extends special thanks to the Biology
staff, particularly Dr. Morin, for their
great teaching which has helped her
immeasurably.
Estrellita Bradic was recently recruited
to work for California State Senator
Diane Watson who is campaigning for
County Supervisor. Estrellita worked
as press deputy handling media
questions from around the world
during the Los Angeles riots and
attended the Democratic National
Convention in July.
Jennifer Esmel of Hyannis was recently
awarded the degree of Juris Doctorate
by the Vermont Law School.
Karin Gilmore of Quincy was recently
married to Nicholas Panselinas, Jr. of
Rockland and resides in North Quincy.
Karen works for TAB Products
Company, while her husband is
employed as senior claims adjuster for
Safety Insurance Company of Boston.
Katherine Hagen recently was hired to
teach in a new medical secretary
school in Boston, after being a medical
secretary for twelve years. She also
has written a musical play about
Christopher Columbus encountering
some time travelers that she hopes
some classmates might be interested in
putting on. Anyone interested in
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helping with that?
Richard Slavin has been named sales
manager at Richard's Office Equipment in Taunton, after working in
Central Ohio in the office automated
industry.
Stephanie Swencki BnJant and her
husband, Dan, had their first child, a
baby boy named Nathan Daniel, on
June 30th.
Marcy Winer and her husband, Lee,
welcomed their second child, a
daughter named Lauren. Lauren has a
big sister, Paula, who is three and one
half years old.
Well that's about it for the class notes
for this issue. I hope that you'll
continue to send in notes and keep in
touch with the Alumni Office and your
classmates. Also, I would encourage
you to get involved with working with
our Alumni Office, it's a great way to
meet fellow alums and to give
something back to Bridgewater. Let's
not wait five years to get together
again. Hope to hear from all of you
real soon!

Class of 1988
Dan Darcy & Susan Sullivan, c/o P.O.
Box 13, Bridgewater, MA 02324
Alfred J. Boutin is working as an
English teacher of troubled children at
the Pacific High School of San Bernardino, California. He relocated in
October of 1991, because the job
market on the west coast had more
opportunities for young teachers.
Traci L. Coletti became the bride of
Brian R. Hurst in May, 1991. The
couple were pleased to announce the
birth of their daughter, Jessica Lee, this
March. Traci is the owner and
administrator of a preschool - the TLC
Country Day School, Inc., in Halifax,
Mass.
Bruce Deviller, of Wakefield, was the
recent recipient of the General
Director's Award at McLean Hospital
in Belmont. He is the media assistant
for the Mental Health Sciences Library.
Bruce credits an early interest in
photography for steering him toward
the media technology and communication degrees he holds from State.
Lynn Fraga was married on June 20,
1992 to Andrew J. Garcia, an attorney

for the a Taunton law firm. Mrs. Rosa
Romano Walsh and Mrs. Christine
Despres Souza, both of the Class of
1988 at Bridgewater, were in the
wedding party. The reception was
held at the Hawthorne Country Club
in North Dartmouth followed by a
Bermuda honeymoon. Lynn works at
the LH. Schwartz Children's Rehab
Clinic as a speech-language aide. She
is working on her masters degree in
speech-language pathology at Northeastern University in Boston.
Chris P. Mendes and Carol L. Ferreira
were married on April 10 at St. Joseph
Church in Fall River. Chris is a family
prevention counselor at Normandin
Junior High School in New Bedford.
After honeymooning in Aruba, the
newlyweds decided to live in Fall
River.
Dean Toppi is currently working as a
manager of the Customer Service
Department for NYNEX. He has
worked for NYNEX since 1988. For
fun he is a DJ on the side.
Susan Trainor was married last March
to Robert DiNatale. Susan works as a
social worker for the Brockton
Department of Social Services. The
couple makes its home in Taunton.

Class of 1989
Ed Nicoletti, c/o P.O. Box 13, Bridgewater, MA 02324
Sharon Baird has announced her
engagement to David Kraunelis, '90.
Laura Drouin and Anthony Cordaini
recently married. They are living in
Marlboro, MA. Laura is teaching first
grade and Tony teaches high school
Physical Education. He was recently
appointed as varsity basketball coach.
Paul Duffy and Lisa Parrish recently
married. She is employed by Child
World and he is employed by Coastal
Mechanical. After a honeymoon to
Hawaii they will live in Avon.
Kenneth Gillis reported for duty with
Marine Air Control Squadron-Five,
2nd Marine Aircraft wing. He is
stationed in South Carolina.
Denise Perry married Buddy West last
June. They are living in South
Weymouth where she is a kindergarten teacher at the Hugs Plus Learning
Center.
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Class of 1990
Sheryl Bartley Nicoletti, c/o P.O. Box
13, Bridgewater, MA 02324
Greg Anderson is in his second year as a
grad student pursuing a master's
degree in student services. He has
spent his first year as grad rep in the
Student Conduct Office on a student
review board and is looking forward
to continuing his work in academic
counseling next year.
John Beaton is proud to announce his
engagement to Betsy Lean who also
attended BSC.
Paul Blazejowski and his wife, Tawny,
are pleased to announce the birth of
their daughter, Kayla Marie. They are
all happily living in Palmer, Mass.
Paul is a quality coordinator for
Piersons Industries, Inc.
Mary Hendricks Brown is currently
working as Seekonk's head volleyball
coach. She guided her alma mater to
the 1991 State Division 2 finals. She
was named Coach of the Year for
Division 2.
Catherine Cloutier Charpentier and her
husband have recently purchased a
new home in Indianapolis which they
share with their new son Nicholas.
Paul Connelly has enlisted in the Air
Force's delayed enlistment program.
Karen Cummings married Andy Gills.
Both are 1990 graduates. Karen is
employed as the assistant registrar at
Newbury College. Andy is a credit
manager for Northwest Financial.
Mark England married Susan
Giannopolo and they are now living in
Andover. He is employed as a district
manager for Enterprise Rent-A-Car.
Kim Ferance married Fred Muller. She
is employed as a ramp agent for
Southwest Airlines. The couple will
live in North Kansas City, Missouri
after a cruise to the Bahamas and Walt
DiSlley World.
Vinny Fernald a member of Sigma Chi
has recently been promoted to Director
of Chapter Development at the
International Headquarters of Sigma
Chi Fraternity which is located in
Evanston, Illinois where he is currently
living.
Chris Gill is working at Handex as a
hydrogeologist. Handex is a
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remediation/ environmental company.
Craig Hall will be attending Bristol
University in England to participate in
Inernational Comparative Public
Policy Studies.
Lorie Vieira King is the lead teacher
(kindergarten) at the Discovery Day
Care in Easton. She married Burton
King ,"91 in July 1991. They are
expecting their first child this year.
Krysta Koppenal would like to have her
address listed so people can send her
mail. SHSN Krystil Koppenal, USS
Samuel Grumpers AD-37, 5-3 Div.
FPOAP, San Francisco, CA 966412515.
David Kraunelis has recently taken a
new position with Kaset, Inc. as a tax
accountant. He relocated to Tampa
Florida. He formerly worked for
Leading Edge Computer Corp.
Lori Morales received her master of
education degree from Westfield State
College. She is working as a first
grade teacher in West Springfield.
Scott Murphy is enjoying his new
apartment in Brattleboro, Vermont
where he works for B1's Wholesale
Club.
Jennifer Palmer recently married Ed
McCarthy. She is a teacher in Enfield,
Conn.
Pam Patenaude has recently graduated
from UNH with a master's in speech
pathology. She as accepted a position
at Whittier Rehabilitation Hospital.
She is currently living in Andover,
Mass.
Karen Alfonso Puglisi has accepted a
position as assistant to the director at
Currier Gallery of Art in Manchester,
NH.
Margie Sardella recently became
engaged to Scott during July. She is
employed as a teacher in Central Falls,
RI.

Cynthia "Ceci "Randall is employed as a
community experience job coach at a
vocational rehab for mentally and
physically disabled adults in Bridgeport, Conn. This past September she
visited Angie Bailey, '91 and Pam
McDonough, '91, in California.
Mary Staffier was named to the dean's
list at New England School of Law.
Lauren Turke is employed as a rehabilitation Counselor at the Employment

.'
Options, which is a day treatment
center for adults. She is also doing
Respite and has moved to Boylston.
Michelle Vallancourt recently married
Matt McGonagle. They are currently
living in Franklin. Michelle is employed by Northeaster Envelope Co.

Class of 1991
Kerry Barnes, 5 Fairlawn Ave.,
Burlington, MA 01803

Cari-Ann Arsenault and Steven Verge
announce their plans to be married in
June of 1993. Cari-Ann is a computer
programmer with the IDX Corporation
in Boston, Steven is an applications
programmer at National Medical
Systems in Westboro.
Jeffrey Bohn has successfully completed
13 weeks of training at the Federal
Law Enforcement Training Center in
Glynco, GA. In February he was
appointed by the U. S. Department of
Justice to the U. S. Marshall's Service.
He has been assigned to the Southern
District of Florida as Deputy United
States Marshall.
During the summer, Marine Lance
Cpl. Salvatore Cardelia, was promoted
to his present rank while serving with
Marine Detachment, Fort Benjamin
Harrison, Ind. Congratulations!
Cathleen Clark will receive her master
of science degree in May of 1994. She
is working on this degree at B.U.
College of Communication. She also
has a full-time position as the alumni
relations assistant at the B. U. School of
Social Work. She recently returned
from a trip to the California coast.
While there, she visited San Diego and
San Francisco.
Bill Conrad was accepted by the Peace
Corps on May 14 and was offered a
position in Thailand. Bill accepted!!!
He began his training in San Francisco
an July 22nd continued through
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October 22nd. After his training
period he left for Thailand not
knowing his exact assignment. Bill is
quite certain that he will be teaching
English. Bill will be a volunteer for
two years.
Linda Medeiros is currently working as
a ceramist at Salt Marsh Pottery in
South Dartmouth, Mass. She and her
soon to be husband, Donald Fredette,
have purchased a house in Fairhaven,
where they will be married on New
Year's Eve.
Michelle Mitchell and soon to be
husband, Lawrence Sweeney, are
living in Enterprise, Alabama. Michelle is a sales representative for
Lechters, Inc., and Lawrence is being
trained to be an Army helicopter pilot.
Sherri Vieira married David Rinkus on
April 26th at Sts. Martha and Mary
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Church in Lakeville. A reception
followed at Independence Harbor in
Assonet. The couple honeymooned in
Antigua and now reside in Freetown.

Class of 1992
Pam Murphy, 57 Sagamore St.
Braintree, MA 02184
Stephen Carney will be entering St.
John'S Seminary this fall. Upon
completion of his studies at the
seminary, Stephen hopes to serve the
Archdiocese in a parish near his home
in Winthrop.
Michael Cavanaugh and Ann Greico
Bonos will be beginning graduate
internships at Plymouth state College
this fall.
Eric Cedrone has recently completed his
training at the Massachusetts Department of Corrections Academy. He is

now employed as a corrections officer
at the Bridgewater State Correctional
Facility.
Mark Goldman is currently working at
St. Elizabeth's Hospital in Brighton,
Mass. as a technician in the cardiac
caterization lab.
Paul Sanford has completed his training
as a flight attendant for Continental
Airlines in Houston, Texas. Paul will
be relocated to Newark, New Jersey
where he will begin his new duties.
On a personal not.e, we would like to
take this time to once again thank our
class advisor and friend, Ms. Maureen
Sylvia, for all of the work she has done
for us. Maureen has been our "backbone" for the past two years and will
be greatly missed by us as alumni.
"THANKS AGAIN, MOE" ....1992
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Grace M. Walker-Whittles, '18, a
retired special needs teacher, died
in Abington at age 93. She taught
in Weymouth and Fall River until
1962. A nephew and two nieces
survive her.
Hazel E. Gilpin-Dutton, '23, born in
Westfield, Vermont, died in July.
She was active in her church and
was a leader of 4-H cooking clubs.
She was a long-time secretary of
the Carlisle Board of Assessors, a
town she lived in for over 60 years.
She is survived by her husband,
two daughters, grandchildren, and
great-grandchildren.
Dorothy Williams Bassett, '25, of
Plainville, formerly of Hyannis,
died recently. She taught for many
years in the Barnstable school
system. A daughter,S grandchildren, 19 great-grandchildren and
one great-great-grandchild survive
her.
Mildred R. Richards, '26, a native of
North Oxford, died in July. She
taught French in Hyannis,
Foxboro, and Braintree before
retiring 22 years ago. A brother,
George, of Florida, survives.
Alice Crossley Baker, '27, an education professor at Boston University
for 22 years, died at her horne in
Sun City, Arizona. She leaves her
husband and a brother.
Katharine Kelleher Coughlan, '28, a
kindergarten teacher and
Abington town clerk died in July.
She was so well liked that the town
gave her life tenure as the town
clerk in 1963. Many second
generation students have attended
her kindergarten school. She also
taught at Oliver Ames High School
in Easton, in Brockton, and as a
guidance counselor. She is survived by four children, 13 grandchildren, and 12 great-grandchildren.
Alice Taylor Trash, '29, died in
June. She taught in Marion,
Needham, Bridgewater Normal
School and for many years was an
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English teacher at Abington High
School, retiring in 1972. She was
very active in public health and
educational fields.
Veronica J. Quigley-Melvin, '30, of
Somerset, died unexpectedly in
Fall River. A native of Brooklyn,
New York, she taught in Fall River
for 30 years and retired in 1977.
Two daughters and four grandchildren survive her.
Joseph A. Gross, '31, died on
December 31, 1991.
James F. Hinckley, '37, died in July,
in Newtown, Connecticut. His
career included the military,
teaching, and a superintendency.
After retirement he became active
in local politics. A family including his wife Barbara, four daughters, one son, and six grandchildren, survive him.

Dr. John G. Smith, '38, a long-time
educator, died in August in North
Kingstown, Rhode Island. John
was an avid supporter of Bridgewater State College and the
Bridgewater Alumni Association
where his service as class president
and class secretary was exemplary.
He taught in Concord, Massachusetts, Connecticut, and served as
president of the New Hampshire
Special Education Association. He
was interested in and served on
boards for the International
Council for Exceptional Children,
the American Association of
Mental Deficiency, and the consulted for the American Journal of
Mental Deficiency. Additionally,
John was involved with the
Finlandia Foundation, the FinnishAmerica Club, the Quahog Chap-

ter of BASA Order of America, and
many other Rhode Island fellowship groups. He leaves his wife,
Helen, a daughter, son, and five
grandchildren.
H. Olive Day, '39, a teacher and
principal of the Freeman School,
died in early summer. She was a
lifelong resident of Norfolk and
taught in that school system for 49
years. She was active in Grange
work and held many offices
during her 50 year membership.
There are no survivors.
John J. "Joe" Murphy, '42. It was
reported by his wife that her
husband had passed away in July
of 1985. He is survived by four
sons, daughters-in-law, and
grandchildren.
Mildred Zimmerman Hanright,
'50, a teacher in the Cambridge
school system, died in July. She
leaves two sons, Mark and Scott of
Cambridge.
Louis J. Ramos, '61, formally of
Lawrence, MA, died after a long
illness. He is survived by a sister
and several brothers.
Janet Murphy Prophett, '65, wife of
Philip Prophett, formerly of
Bridgewater, died in New Jersey.
She taught in Enfield, CT and East
Bridgewater. She is survived by
one daughter, 4 sons, and her
husband, all of New Jersey.
Frank R. Souza, 70, a retired army
sargeant, died after a long illness.
He received a purple heart while
serving in the Navy in World War
II. Later, he enlisted in the U.S.
Army and served in Korea and
Vietnam. Until 1985, he taught
social studies at Silver Lake H.s.
He is survived by his wife, daughter, 3 grandchildren, a brother and
sister.
Barbara Condon-Glaubin, '84, died
after a short illness. She was a
writer for several area newspapers
and also for B.S.C. Alumni News.
She is survived by 2 daughters, 2
grand-daughters, and 3 brothers.
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Groundbreaking - Hats and shovels in hand, Bridgewater leaders are
joined by J. Joseph Moakley and Senate President William Bulger at the site
dedication of the J. Joseph Moakley Center for Technological Applications.
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